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CHAP T ^ c . ^
HISTORY C5 Th^ CRGAis
Is the modern Baroque organ at the Germanic iv.useum at
Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachusett b , or any oti'er in-
strument in th^t -'tyle, identical in tonal articulation Y/ith the
one on v/hich Bacl" played at !3t . Thom.as's in Leipzig tv/o oenturie s
ago? The authenticity of our modern 3a"^oque inf.trur.T oeen
for some time the subject for vigorou -ioi. £ nxr.;;^ music
students and music lovers. The increasing interest in this con-
'troverny, as manifested' by the appearance of num.erous articlee
in ojr current publicat iona , has grov.n to iiiclauc both organ de-
signers and builders as well. The following chapters will be an
attempt to gather the pertinent data so as to provide the
foundation for an exact comiparison bet^'een the ola and nevv' in-
strum.ents. As an introduction to this comparison it will be
nece'-^sary to follov/ up the history of the organ from its earlies ,
beginnings to the time of Bach.
Legend seems to trace the origin of the organ to the prim-
evs.l pipes of Pan, who, according to the myth, originated the
syrinx
.
The pipes of the syrinx being composed
of reeds cut off just belov; the knot--vr: ich
knot did not perm.it the v^ind to escape, but
j| caused it to return to the same place where
^ it entered, thus traversing the length of the
tube, twice--were in principle so many ex-
amples of the first class of pipes of varied
growths or diamieters, and of graduated lengths,
bound together in a rov/, with their open tops
arranged in a horizontal line, and would form
i
an instrument possessing sufficient capacity
for the performance of primitive melodies.
They were practically 'Stopped pipes' pro-
ducing a sound nearly an octave lov/er than
that of an open pipe of the same length.
1
To play on this instrument m.ust indeed have been difficult,
for the only means of v/ind supply v-^^ • from the mouth, but finall[|^
the idea occurred of conducting the supply of wind into the pipe
from, belov/ v^fith the use of an armi-operated bellows. Hov/ever,
the invention of the Greek organ, the hydraulis
,
was to m.ake
v/ide sweeping innovations v^hich greatly im.proved the old system.,
and v/as also to be the forerunner of our modern organ.
The invention of the hydraulis is accredited to Ctesibus
(250 B.C.), and after undergoing various changes and im.prove-
ments, it became the popular instrumient of the gladiatorial
shov/s and m.usical contests. The tone of the instrument was loud
and penetrating.
Air ¥/as pumped into a hemispherical con-
tainer standing in a cylinder half filled v/ith
water. This water, acting in a similar manner
to the weights used on the wind-reservoirs of
later Organs, held the air under constant pres-
sure. From, this container a tube led to cross
channels furnished ?/ith flue-pipes, which were
m.ade to sound by means of a simple but ingenious
system of keys. In later instrumients v/e find
several series of pipes in various keys, and
these--like the registers of an organ--could be
cut out or brought in by taps placed at the
side of the instrument.^
Thomas Elliston, "Organj' Grove's Dictionary of kusic and
Musicians (Volum.e III Third Edition, edited by H. G. Golles,
M.A. I^jew York: Th'r Mac i;:illan Company 1936), p. 735.
Karl Geiringer, Lausical Instrumients (London: George Allen
& Unwin Ltd., Museum Street, 1943), p. 63.
r
A clay model of an hydraulls
,
v;hich wa. .. .. at the beginn-
ing of the second century A. D., was found in Carthage. This
example clearly showed sets of pipes, one behind the other. Al-
though the model did not indicate different types of pipes,
there were differences in size. The third row was nearly twice
as tall as the front row, while the middle row had an inter-
mediate height. The hydraulis enjoyed its chief popularity dur-
ing the Roman Empire, but the instrument in its original form
scarcely survived the first centuries A. D. Its most important
feature, the cylinder half filled with v^ater. ir.bo v/hich air was
pumped, had vanished. Instead of this coriipli cated contrivance,
a nevj miodel of the organ, v;hich was introduced by the Byzantines
into Franconia during the reigns of Pepin and Gharlem.agne , was
substituted. At first it was used for secular gatherings only.
The exact period when the organ was first introduced into
religious ceremonies is not definitely Vnov/n, but by the seventh]
century it was used to improve the singing, in the congregations.
Thus the demand for organs increased., so thst by the ninth and
tenth centuries the "ms-king and using of organs v/as so great in
Germany, that Pope John VIII (880), in a letter to Anno, Bishop
of Friesinger, requested that a good organ may be sent to hir:.
,
and a skillfull player to instruct the Roman artists."-^
The early history of the organ culminated in the large in-
strum.ent erected in 980 in the monastery at Winchester, England.
It had tv/enty-six bellows, out ohe action of thess primitive
^Thomas Elliston, "Organ',' Grove's Dictionary of Eusic and
Musicians, p. 738.
((
bellov/E, without any contriv^^ncen for stabilizinr the prepcure,
I
doubtlessly resulted ir; . ucciyi, starts and fadine,s . This int tru-
' • nt
,
boasting tv^o keyboards, required two men to play it.
1 Large organs, such as this one, had '^:everal : . ^. the S8.me
hey, either in unison or in fifths, octave, t'.-.elfths or double
i| octaves, which sounded at once, ho stop existed to disconr.ec,
. erne of theT. in order to change the timbre or volume. It was
claimed that these organs coulc equal the rosr of thunder. Al-
though the players could not rely on stops to produce a different
'I
in tone, they d.evised a v^ay in Vv^hich variety could be achieved:
in Ledieval organs the width of the pipes did not change in
proportion to the length as in niodern organs, and therefore the
higher pipes, relatively too thick, had a comparatively soft
timbre. As 8- way out, then, to get a difference in tone, the
player used alternately the higher, middle, and lov;er registers
of the keyboard. This method v/a^; probably not altogether satis-
factory, but it was at least an attempt at obtaining contrast in
timbre
.
From the tenth to the early fourteenth century, organs had
many ranks of pipes (som.e had up to tv/enty), which formed a
pov/erful mixture, but they lacked e.ny m.eans of registration,
such as what v;e nov/ call stops. There v^ere keyboards of "three
octaves with a number of sem.itones, particularly in the m.iddle
I
range. The earliest preserved examples of organ music, dating
from about 1325, require a comiplete chrom^atic middle-octave."!
I'vVili Apel, "History of Organ^ Harvard Dictionary of tv.usic
(Wili Apel, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1944), p. 531.
I
The development of the organ after 1325 made tremendouc
rapid strides not only in the refinen:ent of sound technique but
also in the enlargement of the instrument . In I36I an organ witjrj
three keyboards and a pedal board was built in the Halberstadt
Cathedral
.
The introduction of the pedals was prob-
ably due Lo the fact that v;ith the larger pipes
a particularly great effort was required to
overcome the heavy air-press are in giving the
wind access to the pipes. This effort was ex-
erted more easily by the feet ths.n by the hands,
a fact v/hich gave rise to the notion of contriv-
ing a keyboard for the feet
The Halberstadt organ is the earliest instrum.ent to which
we can point as covering the chromatic scale. According to
Praetorius the tv/o middle manur.l- '-vere used for ordinary two-
part playing, v/hile the descant, sounding thirty-two to fifty-sik
pipes, and the pedal, sixteen to tv;enty-fcur pipes, were employ-
ed to produce particularly pov/erful effects.
Simultaneous with the manufacture of the big organs cam.e th
development of the small portatives and positives. The porta-
tive belonged to the Middle Ages, being used for processions and
for domestic music. It v/as suspended from the player's neck
with the keyboard running outward, easily available to the rif:ht
hand. The left hand worked the triangular feeder bellows. Tie
fifteenth century saw the prime of the portative, it having com-
pletely vanished in the sixteenth.
The positive ?/as a small stationary cham^ber organ. It con-
sisted m.ostly of flue-stops, and m.uch later this name was given
"Geiringer, Musical Instrum.ent s
, p. 103
.
I
to a section of the organ in which flue-stops prevailed. This
instrument was admirably suited to accompany the choir. It has
ever since been synonymous v/ith the choir organ. The famous
painting by van Eyck of the Altar of Ghent reveals, in one of
the panels, a positive organ of moderate size. It is probably th^
latter type of organ, the positive, v/hich must be considered as
having been instrumental in the developm.ent of polyphonic organ
music. Though the keyboards of m.edieval church organs v^ere
clumsy and unm.anageable , and only adapted for playing in unisor
with the plainsong, this was not the case v/ith positives and
portatives. We know from pictures and statua.ry that these had
practicable bellows, in addiLion to a keyboard playable v;ith the
fingers and more or less completely chromatic , for centuries be-
fore such a keyboard was applied to the church organ. It is
true that some of the early paintings shov/ that the keys were
very short, projecting only about an inch from the case, but
they developed soon to s more practicable type.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, progress in the
making of organs brought forth solo stops v^hich were gradually
added to the basic mixture tone of flutes, stopped diapasons,
and reeds. These tv/o centuries were particularly prolific in
their improvements of the keys, pedals, wind-supply, and other
mechanical devices.
Cne of the first endeavors was to obtain more than one
strength of tone from the same manual. Ir. order to prevent some
of the sets of pipes from^ speaking when tY'^' ^houlc be ^ilent,
a sliding-board v/as placed &.t the base of these pipes over the
Ii
valves thp.t opened anu clonef the entrance for the v/ind . These
sliding-boards were operated by regjnter^, or 'tops. 3y this
device two di tCu.. v/ere obtained from one organ and or.^^
set of keys. By tr.is means, also, power wa? created by :
each separate set of pipes, singly or in a desired coriibinat ion
.
For the first time stops receivec .inctive names, i:uch as
Principal, Cctave, etc.
In the course of the fifteenth century, the keys v/ere re-
duced in size. The long and short keys appeared. The naturals
were about an inch and three quarters in v/idth, two inches Si J
three-eights in length and vjere placed in front of the short
keys. The short keys were three inches long and an inch wide,
and stood an inch and a half above the natursls. The keys were
lettered, but because the clavier was becoming so v/ell known,
the lettering began to fall into disuse in the 1600's. By the
seventeenth s,n octave v/as brought within about a, note of its
present v/idth. The keyboards during this period were of con-
trasting miaterials, the upper keys ivory and the under keys ebony,
just the reverse of v/hat we have today.
The invention of the pedal is one of thie most im/portant im-
provements made during the fifteenth &nd next, t'wo centuries. At
first the pedal board did not exceed an octave in com.pass, ar.c
The pedal keyboard was used miainly to hold long sustained sounds
and it v/as operated on the m.anual clavier by a series of cords.
3oon the pedals received the important addition of independent
pedal-pipes, and thus began the pedal organ which had added so
consisted of the diatonic notes only
,
G, D, F, G, A,
Jc
much majesty and dlp-nity to the tone of th. . , .
two centuries the pedal compass was extended and semitones were
introduced. A new system of direct contact with the pipes wac
jniployed, thus dispensing with the old and entirely unsatisfac-
tory operation of the rope action. Any 32 foot ctops were
separated from the manual and used together with the other p
rerricters exclusively.
As the years brought larger and more pov/erful instrumient s
,
the difficult problem of wind supply increased. Hand bellows
were no longer able to supply wind either in quantity or
strength, A great improvement in this instance came with the
invention of a series of bellows, each bellov/s being equipped
with a wooden shoe into which the blower placed the foot . By
holding on to a transverse bar, he v/ould lo/.-er one foot as he
raised the other, thereby blowinp; two bellows at the sam.e tim.e.
This was a great improvemient over somiO of the cruder earlier
bellov^B, but even here uniform strength of wind supply could
never be obtained. Consequently, the organ m.ight often sound
oat of tune. By the beginning of the sevc:nteenth century an
organ had been developed that ha.d contrasting timbres of strong
ly individual sonorities, several m.anuals, and a pedal organ.
An instrum.ent had emerged v^hich had all the basic contrivances
of a real organ. During the next tv;o centuries constant im.-
provem.ents were made which finally resulted in the Baroque orgsr
of Bach's time.
The culmination of techniques in organ building during the
eighteenth century made pO S S 1 D le such psrform.ance of the impor-
IJ
tant organ music of that period as heretofore never had been
attained. The intricate polyphony of Bach 'a organ composition
called niacterfully upon every resource of the inctrument. The
Baroque organ bespoke forcibly and intellectually the master
works of that century. It is not difficult Lo understand, then,
that such a fertile period in organ composition should be
simultaneously paralleled by an equally productive ere. in the
manufacture of organs for perf orrr.ance of these works. The
Baroque organ of the eighteenth century became a milestone in
the history of organ building. It was "sufficient unto the
need" of that day
.
It will be tried in the following chapters to delineate the
essences of the eighteenth century instrument, its possibilities:
and its limitations, and trace in detail the evolution of the
|
organ fromi the time of Bach up through the tv^entieth century. '!
As we proceed fror.'i one aspect to the next, we -"hall probably
discover numerous thourht-st imrulatinr ^,ide issues that entreat
our attention: V/ould it be feasible today to build an organ
that v/ould encom:pass both the eighteenth century Baroque and
"romantic" constituents in one case? le' it possible to obtain
"classic" effects on a "roma.ntic" instrument, and vice versa?
Out chief concern here is to compare the Bach organ v/ith the
miodern Baroque instrument
.
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CHAPTER TWO
SOIvIE DEFIKITIO^jS
Before we move on ir^ our discussion, it might "be valu-
able to clarify, by definition, some of the essential terms and
technical expressions concerning; organs as they will apply in
this particular analysis. As a convenient means of classifica-
tion, v;e shall group our definitions under three headings:
(1) external features of the organ, (2) internal features of
the organ, and (3) miscellaneous features of the organ.
I. External features of the organ
Console . The case which encloses the
keyboard, stops, etc., of an organ is
knovm as the console. Formerly, it was
placed in front of, and was attached to,
the organ. Now, it is often detached,
the sole connection being an electric
cable
,
^* Keyboard . The whole set or sets of keys,
such as in pianos, organs, harpsichords,
etc., is called the keyboard. It is also
referred to as the manual.
G. Stops . The handle by which the player
can draw on or shut off the various re-
gisters. The stops acting on pipes are
1
11
more specifically cp.lled ? ound in,--- stop'-,
as distinct from those v/;,iGh control
couplers and similar mechanical devices.
The organ of Bach'?- time usually had two, or at the most,
three keyboards or manuals . They are called Hauptwerk or
Cberwerk, Brust\'/erk, and Riickposit iv
.
D. Hauptv/erk or Cberwerk . This seems to
correspond more or less closely to our
Great organ, "and to hsve contained the
stops most usually em.ployed when special
effects were not wanted." 1- Cberwerk
means literally the upper keyboard, or
Great Organ.
F. Brustwerk. This corresponds to our
swell organ. It contained a special
group of smaller organ pipes placed in
the middle of the front of the orgs.n,
between the large pedsl pipe?. It is
of softer intonation than the r.cvaptv</erk
and is usually played on the second
manual. The Brustv/erk took its name
from the fact that its pipes faced the
player. It m.ay be regarded as equiva-
lent to the Sv^ell organ, though its pipes
-^ The Oxford History of Ii'usic , The Age of Bach and Kandel,
by J. A. Fuller Idaitland. (London: At the Clarendon Press:
1902), Volume IV p. 103.

were not in Bach's time enclosed in
a box .
If the v;ord swell is used in regard to
organs played by Bach, it is merely to designate
the third manual; it by no means implies that
the pipes belonging to thFt keyboard v/ere en-
closed in a swell-box. Although this invention
v;as applied to an English organ for th:-. first
time in 1712 (ot. I.Iagnus Church, London Bridge)
its adoption in Germany has becor::e general only
v/ithin comparatively recent years, and then only
in newly-built instruments.!
F. The Rl\ckposit iv . This is the exact
equivalent of our choir organ. It con-
sisted of a group of pipes placed at the
player's back, often serving as S- screen
between him and the congregation below
him. The Rlickposit iv was so called be-
cause its pipes were at the organist's
back (Rlicken) .
II. Internal features of the organ. The pipes of
the organ fall into two distinct classes--Flue
and Reed. First we shall discuss flue pipes
and their members and then reed pipes and their
family
.
A. Flue pipe family . The flue pipe closely
resembles the ordinary tin v/histle in
which a vibrating air sheet sets up vibra-
tions in the column of air surrounded by
the pipe. The com.plete flue com.prises the
follov/ing component parts: the cylindrical
portion which encloses the column of air
just mentioned and which is knovm as the
"body"; the "foot" which is usually
Andre Pirro, Johann Sebastian Bach
,
The Organist and
Works for the Organ, Translated by Wallace Goodrich, Preface
G. M. V.'idor, (New York: G. Schirmer and Company, 1902), p.
Ic
I
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a tapered cone connecting the body-
to the wind supply from the chest;
the "mouth" which consists of a rect-
angular opening cut from the body at
the point v;here the foot joins it.
At the location of the mouth, the
body of the pipe and the conical foot
are flattened. The straight edge thus
formed at the top of the mouth is
called the "lip" . The "languard" con-
sists of a flat piece of metal located
internally at the top of the foot at
the point v/here it joins the body. The
front edge is beveled and arranged so
as to form a narrow slit through which
the wind sheet issues. The slit i^:
known as the "flue". Lugs soldered to
the pipe at the sides of the mouth are
known as "ears" and a'.sist in controll-
ing the wind sheet. Flue pipes are
tuned by lengthening or shortening the
pipe. Flue pipes may be either open
or stopped, that is to say, the top of
the body may be comipletely open to the
surrounding air, or a stopper or plug
may be inserted at the top of the pipe.
The stopping of the open end causes
the pipe to speak a note one octave
lower than it would if left open. In
other v/ords , a pipe, having a norm^al
speaking length of four foot C, would
sound eight foot C if closed or stopped.
The stopping also ca/uses the even-
numbered harm.onics of the tone to be
suppressed. All flue pipes fall into
one of the following classes of tone;
Principal, or Diapa.son; Flute; String.
1. Principal . In Germ.an organs, the
open diapason in 4' 8' 16' and 32'
2. Quintaton . This is a Stopped Flute
pipe, and can be made either of wood
or metal. It is characterized by
having the third harmiOnic developed
equally with the fundamental. A
quaint tone results, which has con-
i
c.
siderable value in comlDinat ional
use. It often has a lir^iit and
transparent tone,
3. Gemshorn . This is a sort of hybrid
pipe, since the tone lies midway be-
tween that of the Principal and Flute,
or Flute and String. The ,b.od,y of this
pipe takes the form of an inverted cone.
This construction brings into prominence
the second harmonic,
4. Octave. This is an open metal, cylin-
drical organ stop of four foot on the
manual and eight foot on the pedal.
The scale and strength of the tone are
determined by the Open Diapason in the
same department
.
5* Spielpfeife . This is a species of Flute
stop
.
Reed Pipe Stops . The reeds are of three
categories: Chorus reeds, Semi-chorus reeds,
and Solo, or orchestral reeds. Chorus reeds
belong chiefly to the Trumpet family. Sem.i-
chorus reeds come to us largely from the
Baroque period, and are not imitative, al-
though their nam.es may suggest an orchestral
background. The Gromiorne, Schalm.ei and the
Rankett may be taken as typical examples.
ci
(
The term nemi -chorus is used because these
stops may function as chorus reeds, solo
stops, or mierely timbre creators in
combination with other voices. The
resonators of this class of reed are
often cylindrical and of short lenr th
.
They m.ay be half, quarter, or even an
eighth lenrth . The Solo or Orchestral
reeds are largely imitative of various
orchestral instruments, such as Bassoon,
English Horn, Clarinet, and Orchestral Oboe.
The type of reed pipe used almiost ex-
clusively in the organ is known as the beat-
ing reed and must not be confused with the
free reed employed in the hiS^rmonium and reed
organ. The beating reed comprises a vibrating
curved tongue, which roll':- down the flattened
surface of a brass tube called a "shallot!' .
In this flattened surface an opening is cut
communic? tine; with the interior of the tube
so that, as the tongue vibrates, it opens
and closes this openir ' thus sets up a
sympathetic distur'r- --ce 5 r column
contained v/ithin a conical or cylindrical
resona,tor, which communicates with the upper
end of the shallot. The shallot, tongue, and
rer^onator are all held firmly by a heavy
t—
block of metal, and the shallot and tongue
are enclosed in a socket v.^hjch has the furiction
of conveying v/ind from the chest. Tuning is ob-
tained at tv;o points, first by lenf:thenin£: or
shortening the resonator at its upper end, end
secondly, by means of a tuning vvire which can be
adjusted to control the free vibrating length of
the tongue
.
C. Mutation Stops . The mutation stop is
characteristic of the organ, its chief office
being for use with a unison or octave rank, or
with a combination of such stops, to change the
tonal character by artificially bringing into
prominence a particular overtone. These ranks
greatly increase the tonal variety of the instru-
m.ent , since a wide range of synthetic qualities
is possible
.
1. Sesquialtera . This is a mutation stop,
combining the octave with the fifth, but
it usually includes other harmonics also,
such as the third in various octaves. "A.
Sesquialtera was undoubtedly added to the
Positiv of the organ in St. Thomas' Church
in 1730 or 1731, by the organ-builder
J . Scheibe
^Pirro, Johann Sebastian Bac h, p. 74.
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2. Quint
e
. This is a rank of pipes
speaking-: the fifth above pitch.
D. Mixture Stops . These are also knov^m as
compound stops and comprise from tvi/o to
seven ranks of principal pipes to each note,
a.rranF;ed so to speak the harmonics? of the
fundamental of a note . There are a great
many varieties of Jvlixtures, but usually the
intervcils employed are confined to unison
and fifth sounding ranks. The Mixtures in
common use are Fourniture a.nd Cymbel.
III. Miscellaneous features of the organ.
A. Couplers . This is a device -whereby various
divisions are made available on one keyboard
other than their ovm. For instance, Coupler
Swell to Great makes the Swell organ availa,ble
on the mianual for the Great organ, so that
stops fromi the former can be sounded to-
gether 7jith stops from the latter.
B. Organo Pleno
,
o r voiles Werk . This means
full organ, and in Bach's time it consisted
of Principals, Sordunen (the Bourdon of today),
SalicionalR, Octaves, Quints, Mixtures,
Scharffen (small-scale mixture of three ranks)
of the Quintadena, Cymbale, Hazard, Tvelfth,
Sesquialtera , and of S ^per-oc taves , with the
Posaunen in the pedal, but not upon the manual.
1r
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The Ppsaunen are reeds, which are not
dravm upon the manual v/ith full organ,
where, on account of the hi£-her pitch, they
would be too rasping:. In the pedal, on the
contrary, throuf'h the sonority of their tones
they produce a majestic effect, especially in
the mouths of the pipes that are covered,
as is desirable.
The absence of the reeds from the voiles V.erk
,
is from a practical point of view, worthy of perpetua-
tion. These registers v;ere not numerous in organs of
that tim.e, at least in Germany, and it miust be s.dded
badly voiced; they were often nothing but anti-
quated imitations of the thin and shrill Re ga
1
.
The reeds v;ere slow of speech, of a sharp, cutting
timbre; they would not have blended with the founda-
tion stops com::)ined with the mixtures. The reeds
v/ere fitted rather to voice a serious and quiet
melody as a solo. 1
^ Pirro, Johann Sebastian Bach, p. 71.
-A
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CHAPTER THREE
BACH AriP THE ORGAN
"Though Bach never had at his disposal an or ?n vorthy of
hi;-; skill 5""^ the manipulative techniques th^t he devised, to
make the most of the little that the instrui.-.cnt of his day coult^
offer, V7ere the envy of many of his contemporaries. The major
i
part of his organ experience was divided amiOnf; four instruments:
one at Arnstadt , one at the palace in Weimar, and two at
Leipsic
.
In 1703 Bach v;as offered the post of organist in the St.
Boniface Church at Arnntadt . He was little more than eighteen
years old. Here he had a new organ constructed by the orge.n
builder V^ender and finished just one month before he becam.e
the organist. It had tv/o m.anuals and a Pedal organ. The G-reat
organ (Oberwerk: upper manual) had tv^elve stops, strong in
diapason tone, and a brilliant Brustwerk (Gwell organ) had nine
stops, V7ith a coupler to the Great. The manuals, pedals and
stop-handles of this historic instrument are preserved in the
Arnstadt Museum in their ori?:inal frame .
The specifications for the Arnstact organ were as f ollov/s
:
Charles Sanford Terry, Bach, A Biopraphy (Humphrey
Milford, London: Oxford University Press, 1928), p. 60

1. Principal 8'
2. Viola da Gamba 8'
3. Quintaton 8'
4. Gedackt (Bourdon) S'
5. Quint e 6'
6. Cctave 4'
7. Mixture 4 ranks
8. Gemshorn 8'
9. Cembal 8'
10. Trompete 8'
11 . - Tremuls.nt
12. Glocken-Accord (Tuned Bells)
BRUr^TWEPK
1. Principal 4'
2. Gedackt 8'
3. Spitz-Flcete 4'
4. Quint e 3'
5. Sesquialt
6. Nachthorn 4'
7. Mixtur. 4 ranks
8. Octave 2'
9. Glocken-Accord
10. ivlanual-Gopp.
r(
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J)
.
4.
5.
6.
PEDAL
1. Principal Ba&:;- 8'
2. Sub-Basa 16
'
Posaun-Bass 16'
Violon-Bass 16'
Hohl-Floete 8'
Pedal-Gopp . V
For the first time Bach had an organ at his own beck and
call, and even though it wa^^. rot a large one, he made the full-
est use of this opportunity to perfect himcelf . He began to
study the works of celebrated organists of the period, and to
practice dilligently the most difficult music that he could
uncover. It V7a,s during this period of his life that he made
the celebrated trip to Liibeck to s.ttend the famous
' Abendmusicen ' conducted by Buxtehude in St. Mary's Church of
that city, here he drank in the powerful stimuli and great
examples of what good music should be, a.nd received comimenda-
tion and advice from one vi/hose genius was touched by poetic
fire. He came back to Arnstadt and "with the inexorable con-
centra-tion of purpose that distinguished him., he devoted him-
self absorbingly to the organ. Fired by Buxtehude, his pen,
too , was busy
However, Bach v^as not too happy at Arnstadt, and in 1707
he accepted a call to the 3t , Blasius Church at Mtihlhausen
.
Here he remained a few days short of tv;elve months, for the
Terry, Bach, A Biography p. 61.
Ibid, p. 72
r(
city was "torn by religious dissension, Pietism and Lu.. i ..n
orthodoxy, opposing each other v/ith passionate veher::ence . '.' ^
This conflict finally drove him to accept errioloyment which
promised more sufficient subsistence than his prev<^ent stiper;c
-afforded, and in I708 he moved to Vveimar as hof -Crgani l-l ana
Kammer-Musikus to the reigning Duke.
Although the organ at Weimar was small, it was here that
he produced the m^asterpieces that make the lAeim.ar years an
epoch in the history of organ music.
The organ at liVeimar was inferior to the one he had used
at Mllihlhausen, but, as we have said before, Bach never had an
instrum.ent worthy of his skill. The specifications are as
2follows
:
OBERV/ERK
1. Principal
2. Quintaton
3. Gemshorn
4. G-edackt
5. Quintaton
6. Octave
7 . Mixture
.
8. Gymbel
9. TremiUlant
^Charles Sanford Terry, "j. S. Bach" G-rove ' s Dictionary
of Music and Musicians
,
p . 1 5 8
.
2Terry, Bach, A Biography
, p. 97.
8'
16'
8'
8'
4'
4'
6 ranks
3'
c
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10. Cymbelstern
BRUSTWSRK
1. Princips.l 8'
2. Viol da Gamba
3. Gedackt 8'
4. Trompete 8'
5. Kleingedackt
6. Octave 4'
7. WaldflBte 2'
8. 5es quia It era
PEDAL
8'
4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
C-ross Untersatz 32'
Sub-3ass 16'
Posaune l6
'
Violon 16'
Principal 8'
Tronipete 8'
Gornett 4'
After having spent nine year£_ at Weimar, Bach received an
appointment as Capellmeister to the CouT't of Glithen in 1717.
"That he coveted the title CapellmGister is very evident from
his later disinclination to surrender it ."^ Bach had nothing
to do v/ith the organ servjce in either of the three churches
in the town, but confined him.self Lo the very small and in-
significant instrument in the palace.
Terry, Bach, A Biogr^aphy , o . Il6
.

Its small dimensions and con.p&.^j::: v/ould
scarcely fit it for any use but that of play-
ing chorales; and this amply sufficed for the
requirements of the reformed service. The
two manuals had together ten stops; the pedal
had three. Although, even in cases where
Bach fcives at full length the titles he bore
at that time, he never calls him.self "Hof-
organist it need not be inferred that h£
never played on this little instrument."
In this organ there v^as nothing especially noteworthy, except
that the peds-1 boasted of two octaves 8-nd a half, from: G. to
F:^, and an eight-foot Trum.pet in the pedal. This period is
"pre-eminently ma.rked by the production of Bach's chamber
music
The fact that Bach esteem.ed highly the title of Gapell-
mieister at cBthen did not deter him. from making a change of
emiploymient when the education of hip children becam;e a matter
of concern. To becomie a m.ere Cantor after havinf" been a
CapellraeiHter must have been disappointing, but the father in
him welcomed the opportunity to get hif; children out of the
Galvinist or "reiorm.ed" influence of cBthen. into the
Lutheran school of Leipzig. Tri^refore, men finally the
vacant position of cantor c " '.'e Leipzig St. Thom.a^ School v/s
offered to him in 1723, a vacancy brourht about by the deat'n
Philipp fipitta, Johann Sebastian Bach (Kis ^'vork and
Influence on the Music of Qerm.any, 1685-1750, translated from
the Germ^an by Glara Bell and J. A. Fuller-;v:aitland , London:
Novello, Ewer & Go., 1685), Volume II, p. 3.
'^Charles Sanford Terry, "j. S. Bach',' Grove's Dictionary
of Music and Musicians
,
p . 159.
cI
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o: . lend Fuhne. , : ch accepteo. -vithout he _ . Al-
though the poGr'tion of Cantor did not necessarily imply thct he
was to play the organ, he nevertheless played frequently. Lit
real duties v^ere to conduct and teach. There were two organ.:
that Bach coulu a-,e, one at St. Thomas' Church, and the other
at the 'Jniversiity
.
The organ at St. Thomas' Church, Leipzig, had these
specifications:
OBERWERK
1. Principal l6
'
o Principal 8'
3. Quintaton l6
4. Octave 4'
J • Ouinte ~^ '
6. Superoctave 2'
7. Spielpfeife 8'
8. Sesquialtera
9. Hixtur, 6-8-10
BRUSTWERK
1. Grobf'.edackt 8'
2 . Principal 4'
3. Machthorn 4'
4. Kasat 3'
5. Gemshorn 2
'
6. Cymbel 2 ranks
Spitta, "Johann Sebastian Rachj' Volume II, p. 283.

7. Sesquialtera
8. Regal 8'
9. Geif;en-'Regal 4'
RUGKPOSITIV
1. Principal 8'
2. Quintat on 8'
3. Lieblich Gedackt 8'
4. Kleingedackt 4'
5. Querflttte (Fto. Traverso) 4'
6. Violine 2'
7. Rauschquinte - doubled
8. TJixtur 4 ranks
9. Sesquialtera
10. 3pitzfl6te 4'
11. Schallfllite 1'
12. Kruiramborn (Cremona) l6
'
13. Trompete 8'
PEDALS
1. 3u"b-Bass of Metal 16'
2. Posaune l6
'
3. Trompete 8'
4. fichalmei 4'
5. Cornet 3'
The organ at the University church at Leipzig v/as con
r(
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structed fro:;'i these specif ice.. :
GR AT GRGAi,
1. GrosB Principal 16'
2. Gross Q,uintaton l6
'
3. ?:iein (sniall) Principal 6'
4. Schalmei 8'
5. Flute Alleiriande 8'
6. Gemshorn 8'
7. Octave 4'
8. Quint e 3'
9. Quint -r^a sat 3'
10 . Octavina 2
'
11. Waldflbte 2'
12. GroFse f.:ixtur (5 & 6 ranks)
13. Gornetti (3ranks)
14. Zink (2 ranks)
SWLLL OPGAN
1. Principal 6'
2. Viola di Gamba naturelle
3 . Grobgedackt
4. Octave 4'
5. RohrflBte 4'
6. Octave 2'
7. Nasat 3'
A. Eaglefield Hull, OrRan Playing ; Its Technique and
Expression (Boston: Boston Music Co., London: Augener Ltd.,
Fourth Impression), p. 220.
ra
8. Sedeclrna 1'
9. Schweizerpfeife
10. Largo
11. Mixtur (3 ranks)
12. Helle Cymbel (3 ranks)
GPIOIR CPGAI-i
1. Lieblich Gedackt 8'
2. Quintaton 8'
3. Flute douce 4'
4. Quinta Decima 4'
5. Decima nona 3'
6. HohlflBte 2'
7. Viola 2'
8. Vigesima nona 1^'
9. Weitpfeife 1'
10. Mixtur (3 ranks)
11. Helle Cymbel (2 ranks)
12. Cert in 8'
FiJDAL ORGAN
1. Gross Principal 16'
2. Gross Quintaton 16'
3. Octave 8'
4. Oct'we 4'
3. Quinte 3'
6. Mixtur (a 5 et 6 ranks)
7. Grosse Quinte 6'
1r
8. Jubal 6'
9. Nachthorn 4'
10. Octave 2'
11. Principal 16'
12. Subbass 16
'
13. Posaune 16
14. Trompete 8'
15. Hohlflbte 1'
16. kixtur (4 ra nk s
)
of the first things to strike one's a.tten-
tion in the foregoing specifications, will be the size and com-
position of the Pedal organs. The small Arnstadt organ had
five stops on the Pedal--one of these of four foot pitch and
another of two foot; also a Choir organ possessinr- only one ,
jl
eight foot stop supported by several Mutation and Iviixture ranks.
Cf the seven stops on the Pedal organ on the V(/einiar instrument,
there were three Reeds, sixteen, eight ar.d four foot pitch,
while the 3t . Thomas organ had four Reeds, one of two foot,
and only one Flue stop. In t-he University organ, however, we
find a magnificent Pedal department of sixteen registers, a
scheme almost Avorthy of the m.aster's im.mortal pedal passages
themselves .-
The two organs at Leipzig to which he had access were
not used too much by Bach, for in his capacity as Cantor he
v/as obligated to direct the singing and to teach. It seems in-
credible that a man of his virtuosity should not have had
Ir
opportunity to play tht. ^ . •. . . e plea-e . i >:e n-f. ^
and fin[:;;era Y/ere capable of the mo.^.t perfect accuracy in per-
formance .
Pie had devised for himself so convenient
a system of fingering that it was not hard for
him to conquer the greatest difficulties with
the most flov/ing facility. Before him, the
most fam.ous clavier players in Gerirany and other
lands had used the thumb but little. All the
better did he know how to use it. With his
two feet, he could play things on the pedels
which many not unskillful clavier players
woula find it bitter enough to have to play
with five fingers . He not only understood the
act of playing the organ, of combining the var-
ious stops of that instrument in the most skill-
ful manner, and of displaying each stop e.ccord-
ing to its character in the greatest perfection,
but he also knevif the construction of organs from
one end to the other. This latter knowledge he
demonstrated particularly on one occasion, among
others, at the trial of a nev; organ in a church
not far from which his earthly rem.?ins now lie.
The builder of this instrument v/as a man who
was in the last years of his long life . The
trial was perhaps one of the miost exacting ever
made. Accordingly, the complete approval which
our Bach expressed about the instrument did no
slight honor both to the organ builder and, be-
cause of certain circumstances, to Bach himself.
No one could drav/ up or judge dispositions
for new organs better than he. But despite all
this knov'/ledge of the organ, he never enjoyed
the good fortune, as he used to point out fre-
quently v/ith regret, of ]?Hvlnga really large
and really beautiful organ for his use . This
fact has robbed us of m.any beautiful and unknown
inventions in organ playing which he v/ould other-
wise have written dovin and displayed in the form
in which he had them in his head.-^
• Hans T. David and Arthur Mendel, The Bach Peacer
, A
Life of Johann Sebastian Bach in Letters and Docum.ents (l\ew
York: W. V/. Norton &. Company, Inc., 1945) P. 223. Quoted from
Agricola, Johann Friedrich, in Adlung's Musica I^'^echanica
Organoedi, Berlin, I768.
f
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The organs
Ronetimes three
of Bach'
manuals
,
s ti
plus
-.re usually
a pedal organ.
small, w'i vo or'
About twelve to
thirty-five stops were considered sufficient. The pipes were
voiced on a lipht wind pressure and imparted a mellov/ness of
tone th-r.t was delif;htfal. It was consiaered essential that
the blending of the various stops into a clear ringing en- i
semble should result. The pedal was not merely looked upon as
a bass to the whole, but v;as designed to be capable of carry-
ing a melodic line independent of the manuals . The manual
divisions were contrasted tonally, for polyphonic m.ueic de-
m.anded independence and clarity from all sections. Therefore,
it v/as not surprising to find in these instruments an abun-
dance of delightful principals and flutes, together with a
good sprinkling of miUtaLions :nd miixture stops.
For the clearness of musical line, which Bach uscs in
his organ compositions, it was necessary that his pedal organ
be distinct and sharp rather than that it serve as a bass to
the whole composition. Constantin Bellermann in 17^3 called
Bach the
miracle of Leipzig, as far as miusic is con-
cerned. For if it pleases him., he can by the
use of his feet alone (whDl- hir-^ fingers do
either nothing or Eom.etijing else) achieve such
an admirable, agitated, and rapid concord
of sounds on the church organ that others
v/ould seem, unable to imitate it even with
their fingers . 1
David & Mendel, The Bach Reader
, p. 236.

Possibly £.L the Lime of 3ach the keys
of the pedals vjere slifhtly different .
from those of our day; undoubtedly in his
youth he made much less use of the heel
than of the toe, since the ped?..l keys were
extremely short. But he soon reco^^nized
the necessity of perfecting; the bass key-
board of the organ both by extending its
compass and by lengthening: the pedal-keys
to their present dimensions.
In a great many of the organs in Germany during Bach's
life the reeds were present in fairly large num.bers . Bach v/a;
a great friend of the reeds, a class of stops to vjhich he was
particularly partial. Ke knew how and what to play on them.
Thus we see that the organ of Bach's tSm.e v/as built on a
Diapason chorus of principals and flutes, v/ith plenty of miix-
tures and mutations to rive the miusic brilliance and trans-
parency. Nevertheless, it was the flue-pipe work of the
diapason ranks of the organ which formed the backbone of each
manual, and each had a generous supply of reeds, mixtures snd
m.utat ions .
"in both the University Church and St. T]riom;as Church the
organs were tuned to 'chorus' pitch. This was then the usual
pitch in Leipzig as well as in other pieces. ".~ Up to the
adoption of International pitch in 1889, there existed a con-
fusing variety of pitches.
The question of pitch has become a real
problem, particularly in connection v^ith the
v/orks of Bach, who frequently had to transpose
1 Pirro, Johann Sebastian Bach
,
Preface,
'spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach, p. 286. Vol. II

his orchestral and choral parts on e^ccouril of
the different tuning, of the or£:an3 in different
churches, or who had to score woodwind parts in,
e.g., G while the parts for the organ, voices,
and strings were scored in k (for the voices and
strings a different scoring was obviously un-
necessary since these could adapt themselves to
the pitch of the organ) . These discrepancies
were caused by the fact that, throughout the
Baroque period, different pitches were in use
for different ensembles, namely the Eamimerton
(chamber pitch) for domestic instrumental
m^sic, the Chorton (choir pitch, organ pitch)
for church organs and, consequently, for sacred
choral m.usic . ^
The pitch of thie Chorton
,
known as chorus pitch v/as norn'.al
for church; org'-ns and s'acred mu-.ic, and was regarded as ti-e
standard organ and chorus pitch fromi I6OO to 1620. This pitch
approaches our present day B. Consequently, Bach's organ works
and his cantatas v/hich involve the orgen would sound a semi-
tone or even a v/hole-tone hi: her t today if we were to use
chorus pitch
.
How to recreate the tonal characteristic .he organs
upon w'-ich Bach played, r:,-! for wl-.ich he has '-/riteen such a
tremendous volume of excellent m.uejc, i - ne-f^h-. one of the
most perplexing problems of orc:an ouilaerf icCe y . The ei
33
eenth century instrument, retaining the contrasting and strong-
ly individvi verities of its predecessor, was of softer and
1 i gh t e r t imb r e s .
The organ of Bach's tim.e, following a century-old tradi-
tion, was composed chiefly of solo stops. The organist would
separate the polyphonic parts by presenting each in a distinct
Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music
, p. 585
r
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tor.t; color, usinp: the stops lart^. j i . - . ... ii.anner in
wl.ich Bach himself still used the instruments in his church
works or large instrumental ensembles.
In general, it may De said thst organ-
building in Bach's time had attained to a
beauty and richness of tone v/hich have not
been surpassed since. 1
To this rather astonishing statement, of course, m.any
modern organ builders will take exception. But we do know that
Bach took advantage of the organs thst he had at M dispossl
and used them to the limits of their ca.oacities
,
His method of registrabjon was so ex-
traordinary that many organ builders and
organists v;ere appalled when they saw him^.
It seemed to them that such a com-
bination of stops could not possibly sound
well; but they wondered greatly when they
observed that the organ sounded at its best,
though the effect was of an unusual kind
that could never have been produced by
their own style of registrat ion .
^
V/hen Bach played at the dedication of the nev; o^-^gan at
Miihlhausen, he astonished other organists by the boldness of
his tone-combinations.
The first thing that he did when examining an organ v^as to
draw all the sounding stops, getting as m.uch tone out of the
^Albert Schweitzer, J . 3 . Bach , with a preface by G. Iv:
.
Widor, English Translation, in two volumes by Ernest I^ewm.an,
(London: A & G Black, Limited ), Volume I p. 200.
2 Johann Nikolaus Forkel, Johann Sebastian Bach , His Life
Art and V/ork
, Translated from the German by Gharles Sanford
Terry, (London: 1920 ),.o. 20.
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instrument as was possible. He liked p;ood reed v/ork, and an
organ could never have too much of it to please him. Hov/ever,
we read in Andre Pirro';.-; book on Bach th'i't
in the organs of Bach's time the reeds
were scarcely used except in the capacity of
basses, reinforcing the pedal; or as solo re-
gisters, for instance, Hautbois and Cromornes;
our profusion of sonorous clarions, trumpets
and boiiibard;;s was totally unknown. Organo pie no
did not sip;nify a full battery of 4, 8, 16 and
32 foot stops, but siniply the combination of
some prestant
3
and mixtures vjith a diapason or
a bourdon. As for a means of varying the in-
tensity of the same tone, such a thing was
never thought of.^
The commanding genius of Bach v/as not fully realized dur-
ing his life. He often had to see much less gifted musicians
chosen over his head to fill lucrative posts. His contemporaries
accepted indifferently the poetry of his creative soul, ignored
the masterfulness of his organ execution, v/ere shocked by his
daring technical experim.ent s . Ys/hat heights of achievement
m.ight Bach have attained v/ith one of our superb cathedral organi|
today I Small credit to our age thr t we have at last elevated
him to the pedestal where he belongs I
Pirro, Johann Sebastian Dach , Preface
cr
I
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G H A P T R FOUR
1 THE EVCLUTIOlv FROIl THE BAROQUE TO THE "ROMANTIC ORGAK
OF THE PRESENT DAY
(I
In the eighteenth century we enter upon a period of great
activity and marked progress in German org8.n buj.lding. Amidst
all the builders of this century, most all of them eminent in
their art, G-ottfried Silbermann stands as the greatest, he was
born in I683 and lived until 1753. During his lifetime he buil
many organs, the most notev/orthy ones being the instrumient in
the cathedral at Freiburg y«-,ich he finished in l?!^, and the
Frauenkirche organ in Dresden which he completed in 1736. He
was building his finest work, the Dresden court organ, when he
died. His brother Andreas. (I67S - 1734), also an organ de-
signer, built the Strassburg cathedral organ. All the
Silberm^ann instruments, through their technical imorovem.ent s
,
attained a beauty and richnes-: of tone which has been difficult
to surpass. "It is interesting to note that Bach's contem-
poraries com.plained th?t the "^ilberm.ann brothers voiced t?:enr
organs too softly, in order Lo get beauty of tone. Bach
:vidently did not think sc." He exalted them in glowing
term.s . The completeness and absolute beauty of tone that csmt
from the Silbermann pleased the im.agination of anyone who coula
hear how effective a piece of florid and artful counterpoint
could sound. The thickness, depth, and independence of the
Schweitzer, J. S. Bach , Vol. I p. 299.
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pedals here vindicated suprer _ .ne poetical ascendancy
fugue over every other class of mueical composition.
The ^'jilbermann organ in Freiburg is often cited as the one
beat suited to reprodiice Bach's works. In this instrument we
find many reeds which Silbermann had taken over from the French
organistG, such as cornet, vox humana and cymbal. The tutti
was soft, somewhat sombre, and consisted of many closely relat-
ed, uniformly scaled stops which blended perfectly. However,
due to neglect or to repeated repairs over a long period of yea
the Silberraann organs have today almost ceased to exist.
Cne of them survives in the Museum at Golo^ne , which was
originally built for the Evangelical Church in Freiburg, Saxony
in 1723/4. It contained one keyboard and no pedal. The five
registers are as follows:
1. Principal 4'
2. Gedackt 8'
3. Octav 2'
4. Quint
e
5
.
Gymibel 2'
The clavier had four ocataves C. c3 It. had the
characteristic S^ilbermann quality i n the 8 ' Gedackt , which was
so beautiful and gentle. This instrument Y;as tuned one half a
tone higher ths.n the Eammerton .-^
The next fifty years brought little if any progress in
1 Wilhelm Keyer, "Katalog Pes iv/usickhistorischen V.\x ^ r
inJlttln'," Katalog by C-eorge Kinsky - Konservator of the .
(Kliln: Kom.missions - Verlag von Br:' - tkopl 8c H^rtel in Leipzig,
IQIQ^. n. ^OS. ======_=======_===_
4|L
organ construct 3 on . Ti - ..s the periocl when sacred tnuGic
loijL i....Ci. of Ito hif-h standing and in;ijort?-.nce . The uncom-
promising organ v/as superseded by Lhe orchestra v/hich v;as e
more flexible medium of expression. Quite understandably org.?-i|:
buii^.ers were influenced by the trend tov/ard versatility and
many of them tried experiments with novel innovations.
Since the basic nature of the organ is not romantic or
free, the instrument necessarily lost its own characteristic
sound as soon as an attempt v/as made to rive it a sentim.entsl
and limber character.
The builders of organs in the late 1700's and early
1800 's pursued the trend of the times and embraced v/hole-
heartedly the approachinp; Romantic -expressiveness for its new-
fledged freedom. In addition, they gave m.ore scope to their
instrum.ents by imitation of the nineteenth century orchestra.
Novel gadpets, to enrich and animate ths somewhat monotonous
Baroque tone color, became fixed patterns in organ construc-
tion .
The Abbe Vogler, wl-io in 1789 v/as Gapellmeister to the
King of Sv/eden, exhibited at Anisterdam, an organ on a new prin-
ciple, the invention of v/hich had occupied himi for miany years.
It had the power of crescendo and diminuendo, by m^eans of swel .
shutters, and though its size v/as so sm.all that it could be
easily carried from place to place, it had four keyboards of
more than five octaves, and a pedal clavier of thirty-nine
notes. Ke gs,ve it the name of "Orchestrion." Vogler crov/ded
into his instrument as many amazing; effects as he could. He
cI
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divided his stops, used a new scaling, and iiiLroc teed an enor-
mous number of upper partials Into each stop. His system of
making organs failed, hov/ever, since it v/as found that the
proximity of the pipes caused them to project their vibrations
into one another, for a pipe requires a certe.in amount of free
space around it in order to speak effectively.
From 1800 up to the present time the Sitrides in organ
building have been tremei.doua . Yet, even as early a.-^ I6l8
Prae'GoriLis had v/ritten in hlB Syntagma i>ius icum
,
from year to year the art of organ-building im-
proves in an astonishing manner, and we cannot
sufficiently thank Almighty God that he has deign-
ed to vouchsafe so great a mercy and gift to man,
so perfectum--yes
,
alm:Ost perfect issimum musical
instrum.ent as the orge.n is--------- - and
that He enables us to control with hands and feet
ouch a structure, so that it sounds Kis praise,
adorns His service, and m.oves mankind to Gh^'i^'^ian
contemplation .
^
It v^as after the great men of the Baroque period, Buxtehudjje,
Telemann, Handel and Bach, had made the organ the prized ins'-
-:t of good music, that the modern trend of building bigger
organs v^as advanced. Since the builders o: these instrument-
tried to imitate the orchestra and its component parts, and
since they followed the pattern of the Romanticists in their
spirit of unrest and desire for progree s, it v^n i inevitable
that an entirely nev/ instrument should em.erge
.
The Swell organ, v^hich had a good deal in coDimon with the
^Iviichaelis Praetorius, Synta.gmiat Ic Music! , Tomus Secundus
de Crganographis
,
I6l8
,
(Reprinted in Berlin: T. Trautweinsche
KGL. Hof-Buch - U. Musikhandlung, W. Lei pziger-Strasse l^^O,
1884)
,
p. 141.

.1 1
'Bi^u:- L *;ei-. ' li of 3ach ' r time, wa. i:.-^,ro / v/ioi- u..t. c.^.^.jL.l(
of a system of nhutter;- . In 1712 Abraham Jordan, In London,
built an organ which hed an Echo organ, capable of emitting
sounds by -sv/elling the notes, so that passages played with ex-
pression could be contrasted with those played wjthout. Hov/eve|t",
this contrivance did not come into vogue ..c.rm:any until much
later. Even as l.^te as 1655 "an eminent musician, a friend of
Mendelssohn and Schumann, who had lived long in England, re-
marked that she hoped that dreadful invention, the Swell, had
not been introduced into Germany.
With the marked progress in organ building, one change her|
necessitated another alteration somewhere else. As the years
advanced, and organs becam.e larger and larger, the touch, in
consequence of the great size of the instrument, came to be, of
course, very hes.vy . As a m.atter of fact, the touch became
heavier than the most m.uscular finger or foot could control
without experiencing grest physical exhaustion. It wa^ because
of this state of affairs th'?t Joseph Booth of England in 182?
attached smiall circular bellov.'- belov/ each pallet of the oper
diapason on an org£-n at Attercliffe. The pipes were miounted on
a separate sound -board. The wind passed from; the great organ
soundboa.rd, by means of conveyances, into the sm&.ll circular
bellows, causing them to pull down the pallets. This innovatioip
was not highly regarded in Enrland, and in 1832, s man named
C. F. Abdy Williams, The Story of the Organ . (London: The
Walter Scott Publishing Gomoany, Ltd., Charles Scribner's Sons,
1903), p. 140.
r
3acker, who had perfected this systei;:, Loo. it over to France
v;here its merits v;ere at once seen and used by the £;;reat French
organ builder Gavaille -Coll
.
This little trick, developed to a hip-]- dep-ree in subsequen]:,
years, pract ics.lly dispensed v/ith the ola tracker action in
organs. The keys did not comr.unicate directly v;ith the pallet
as in tracker action, but opened a r-mall valve which aari-ltted
the v-/ind to a bellows attached to the pall -down, and the ex-
pansion of this bellovjs opened the pallet. This conveyed the
pressure to a second bellows located under the pg.llet. By thi£,
means the console could be placed at a considerable distance
away from the pipes.
In the late nineteenth century two types of orphans emerged:
the German and the French. The Germans tried to mass in their
instruments a great quantity of sound, apparently on the princi
pie of the more the better. Tkey also introduced the brass
-
roller which effected a purely mechanical and predetermined in-
crease of tone. The French, on the other hand, v^orked out ; r.
almost opposite type. They tried to give to each section s de-
finite aniformity of sound. Instead of attempting, a continuous
crescendo, as the Germans did, the French built up the d-ynaHiic
climax by adding different groups of sound, one by one. The
greatest builder of organs in France was perhaps Cavai lie -Coll
.
Kis instrument best represents the French organ as a type:
namely, a Grande Orgue , for a foundation; a Positiv, or second
manual, for brightness; a Recit with swell ~hutters , for in-
tensity; an additional section of orchestral reeds enclosed in
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a separate swell-box, for Polo and acde y- . . of thesis
organfi are scatter, ..r.iong the csthedralc- of B'rance todsy.
Cesar Franck was undoubtedly one of the greatest French
organists, and perhaps It v/as he vaovq than anyone else who
brought French organ playing and ciusic to the heights achievea
during the last years of the nineteenth century. He depended
especially on the discreet voicing of hi= organ. His style was
piano rather than organ, evidenced in his use of arpeggios and
large intervals, and in his preference for the middle registers
The frequent triplets and the indefinitely flowing rr.otion
anticipated the impressionist school.
Since the turn of the twentieth century, some of the fore-
most men of our time, through their unrem.itting attention, in-
genuity, a.nd labours have rea.lized an c-,lmo-;t perfect inr^tru-
raent
.
Organ building, organ playing, balance, quality and power
of tone, marvellous actions ana ..ystems of control, development
of flue, string and reed tone, acouv-.tic.-'
,
compass, pitch, tuning,
wind pressures and blowing machinery stand prominently out from
amongst the multitude of minor subjects and thiir attendant
problems that have called for earnest study.
It is scarcely within the scope of this paper to deal
Tiinutely with the i nnvimerable factors or influences under miic\.
organ builders labour. However, countless inventions and im.-
proV'i-m.ent s have been m.ade in organ action, "top control, ton^i
lop!i.^;nt and r'o-lated m.atters from the combined efforts and
searching investigations of m.en who are specialists in the
r
field .
In listening to an orf-f-n recital, one Ccnnot help but
-'ppreciate the great size, power, variety of tone, and the
general efficiency of the modern roiiicntic organ. The ear
ca,tches at once the completeness of the Ped"^"^. ^ , '\ e in-
tensity of the ounds.tion, bring and rchestral tone, as we^ 1
as the gentleness of the mutation work. One is also impressed
with the refinement and va.rioty of qualities in modern flue
and reed work. The advent of high v/ind pressures has made
' possible many improvements in tone production. Voicers are
enabled to obtain prom-ptnesc in speech, combined with povv'er
in string -toned stops. There is great sonority and purity
in the iapasons. The eeds offer splendid brilliancy,
solidity, and pov.'er. The entire general improvem.ent in tone,
can be accounted for, through arrival of a perfected mechanica'
equipment
.
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C H A P T l: R f. I y E
THE MODERN BAROQUE, OR "CLA.SSIG" ORGAN
Y/ith the many new voices developed in the modern romsaitic
organ, particularly since the turn of tl-ie century, the
characteriot ic tone of the instrument has been practically re-
placed by an imitation of the symphony orchestra. Consequently
to some Bach adherents that instrument hJ?? become uncuited for
the rendition of the best miusic from the organ literature of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The transparency and
purity of tone has given v/ay to powerful and dull effects, in-
terspersed with some fine solo voices and sentim.ents.1 qualities
nice enough in them^selves but of lim.ited usefulness.
As a result there has been in recent years a strong re-
action, and the Baroque organ has been re-created v/ith fine
results. The obvious tael: of reproducing the tone that will
articulate properly V: i j rterv/eaving lines ard petterns of
polyphonic writing becomevs a specific study of timbre, balance,
and wind pressure, those factors- v/hich gave to the orgs.n of the
eighteenth century its characteristic clearness and purity.
This transparency should be miaintained when one, tv.-o or
three ranks are played in com.bination, or v/hen the full en-
semble of the instrumient is employed.
Broadly stated, the quality of a tone or sound is de-
termined by the psirticular developm.ent or pattern of the over-
tones or harmonics in relation to the fundamental tone. A tone
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navmg zhe overtones or harmonics strongly deveioped, tends to
make for clarity or transparency and, therefore, all the ranks
^ of pipes' in the Baroque organ should possess this^ coriiiion dis-
tinction, although the particular harronic pattern 3s varied
to prevent monotony.
Clarity in the ensemble is obtained by the insertion of
groups of pipes v/hich sound a selection of the more important
harmonics. In other words, the natural harmonics already re-
ferred to are reinforced artificially. This group of pipes in
knov/n as Mixture stops. The Fourniture of the Lauptwerk, or
Great organ, sounds four overtones v^hen a key is depressed, s.rl
the particular overtones are varied throughout the comipass of
the keyboard, those in the bass and tenor being acute, or high-
pitched, and those in the treble more grave. This arrangement
gives definition to the lower and usually obscure part of the
compass, and brea and fullness to the upper part, v/hich would
otherv/ise become shrill. It will be appreciated, therefore,
that as the instrument is built up by the gradual addition of
one rank after another, and finally by the bringing into play o:
the Mixture stops, th.e tone becom.es not merely louder but grows
in harm.onic intensity.
The importance of the Mixture otoo cannot be over-empha&iz-
ed, for without it, or with a v/ea.l' mixture, the organ loses
m.uch of its brilliance.
Mixtures are not introduced into an organ as
noise-making machines. They do supply additional
brilliance and this in turn creates an imipression
of pov/er. However, mixtures to be most effective
should be voiced on the restra^ined side, and m.ore

of them employed. A big-scaled ,. ...... .
mixture must be repudiated. Just as we find
twenty-four first violins moderately played
to be more effective in the orchestra than
eight violins energetically bowed, -^o too must
we increase the number of m.ixtures rather than
place our reliance on one mixture of overvjhelm-
ing power.
Another ir:;;;ortant fe?:ture of the clat-'lcal organ is the
tonal and dynamic contrast wl ich exists betv/een the m.anual
divisions. In most of the classical organs there are usually
two manuals . Sometimes th^-/- Y.^^^p ti- -ree ^'anuals, but for obv* oul
reasons v/e will confine ourselve" for the present to two. The
manuals are the Hauptwerk, or Great organ, and the Po~3tiv,
which is th'^ (=> -1 iivalent to oar Swell orfa: . '^r.r^^- "r, or
Hauptwerk, has imparted to it a broad and yet brilliant tone,
whil Positiv is generally softer, and yet, i- more spright
ly . This contrast is necessitated by the fact that ...c cc:..-
posers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries wrote much
m.usic in which two separate and distinctive tonal ensembles are
em.ployed alternately or ant iphonally .
The L^.roque ccmposers called for complete independence in
the pedal organ, and this department must be capable of sus-
taining a melodic line at various pov/ers v/ithout resorting to
the couplers v/hich connect the manual keys with those of the
peda,l3 . The pedal departm.ent should be am:ply supplied with
stops capable of providing not only an adequate bas? for the
entire instrument but many possibilities for solo-v/ork.
Hlon. Emerson Richardn, "Mixtures, Article The
American Organist
, Tarch 1948, p. 79.
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The orgai jh ' ^ time comprise? an aln'.opt 1. . ^ess
variety of tone color wiiich i j produced, t^ynthet ically by mix-
ing with a foundation jitop one or more mutation ranks which
Hound various. harm.onic<=! or overtone^. . These mutationc differ
from the mixtures already described in that there is bat one
l.armonic sounded by each key, and the particular overtone
each case is maintained throughout the com.pacs . The m.utation
stops can be combjned in variou'^ ways. The organist is thereby
provided with the means of m.ixing his ovv'n distinguishing tone
colors
.
In the modern rom.antic organ a la.rge number of the pipes
are enclosed in a box, or roomi, provided with a series of
shutters v/hich can be gradually opened or closed at the vnll
of the organist so as to vary the intensity of sound and there-
by impart expression to the miusic. With the instrument of
Bach's time and the classicp.l instrument of today, all the
pipes a.re in the open and the expression must be written into
the music itself by filling out or thinning down the harmony.
The reluctance of Germ.an builders to accept
so important a feature as the Swell is a very
curious fact in the history of organ building.
We find the pianist Hans von Biilow, writing in
1877 with reference to the organ in the Public
Hall, Glasgow, "Hearing the diminuendi and
crescendi v/as to me a new sensation." For a
long time even in large miodern Germ.an organs
only the Vox Humana, Oboe, and one or two flue
stops were placed within a Swell box, and even
as late as 1890 a distinguished Germ.an author
alludes to the organ crescendo as being "pro-
duced fromi one or tv.^o soft stops enclosed in
a box v/ith movable shutters" and deprecating,
such a crescendo as that produced by an orches-
tra 'as it Y/ould rob the organ tone of its
miajestic passionlessness , and tend to a senti-

mental or pathetic mode of playing .7 The
German ideal v/as an inatrument upon which Bach's
organ works could be played with dignity and
impres8iveness even on two manuals. Some of
the foremost Germ.an organists, such as Merkel
and Haupt were fully alive to the importance
of the sv\fell, but were never , apparent ly , in a
position to have this improvement effected with
regard to the organs upon which they played,
Vi/ithin recent years the Swell department has
developed in Germ.an organs and the large and
powerful instruments of the old builders are
gradually being modernized and furnished with
composition pedals and pistons A
During the 1920' s a movement was begun in Germany to re-
build an organ on the specifications laid dovm by Praetorius.
This experiment v/as instituted by the well known German m.usico-
logist Willibald Gurlitt , Professor at Freiburg, Breisgau. In
1921 E. F. Yvalker & Co., in Ludwigsburg, V,i\rttemburg, displayed
in their showrooms the first organ built on these lines. It
was c&lled the Praetorius organ, and v/as later transferred to
the University of Freiburg, Sreisgau. The wind pressure was
very light, and there v/as no tendency to mix colors. The
characteristic tone of thin particular organ war: light, open
and clear. "The work has a strange sound in the Rankett 16',
BlockflBte 4', Erumrahorn 8'. Particularly startling were the
Barpfeife 8' and Geigenregal 4'. It seems that this instrument
is suited only for music v/ritten before I65O. The only Baroque
innovation is the tremolo," The first person to play this in-
Ijohn Aiatthews , A Handbook of the C'rp;an (London:
Augener & Co., 1897), p. 10.
^Karl Hasse, "Sine bemerkenswerte vorfl\hrung fand am 22.
Oktober nachm. 4 Uhr in der Orgelbauanstalt von E. F. l/Valker &
Cie . in Ludwigsburg, (Wrttb.) stattiV Zeitschrift Musikwissen-
schaft ,( November 1921), p. 127.
•J
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strument was Karl Straube, when it was dedicsted oi: October 22,
1^21.
This attempt at recapturing the quality of the original
timbre of old organs, was so successful that it was imitated
shortly thereafter by the installations of similar instruments
and
at the Univerr.it ies of Gbttingen, Kalle ,/Kbnigsberg
.
In 1929 P. Furtv/iingler & Hammer of Kanover completed sn
instrument v/: ich was christened the Karl Straube Organ. This
is perhaps the most im.port' - one of all those built in Germany
It stand-' now in ditcrium of the Grassi Vuseum. in Leipzig
and has the following distribution of stops:
OBERYvLRK
1. Prinzipal 8'
2 . Rohrf iBte 8'
3
.
Cktav 4'
4. Gemshorn 4'
5. ^v.ixtur 4 ranks
6. Zim.bel 3 ranks
7. Rankett 16'
p. f'rumim.horn 8'
5RUSTWER?'
1. Violflttte 8'
2 . Quintadena 6'
Gedacktf l6te 4'
4. Prinzi pal 2'
5. Ilachthorn 2'
6. Blockf Ibte 1'
r
7. SesquialLera 2
8. Regal 8'
PEDAL
1. Unterss.t z 16'
2 . Dulzian 16'
3
.
Schalme i 4'
4. Prinzipal 6'
5. Gernshorn 4'
6. Rankett 16'
)
) fror. Great
)
According to Professor Theodcr Eroyer of the University
of Leipzig, who . in 1929 gave a lecture on the Flarl Straube
Organ, the organ of Bach's time i'7 called the Baroque organ,
but it has become evident that it is not basically a. Baroque
organ, but really a Renaissance organ. The instrument of the
seventeenth century is unemotional, quiet and transparent,
'Without too many changes, therefore it has the character of
the Renaissance
.
The Karl Straube Crgan has about twenty
ringing stops. Nevertheless it is already
now compact in its tonal body, even if earlier
amplification might have been possible . For
it is as economical as the Baroque organ v;as.
Each one of its stops is an unmistakable entity,
which stands by itself, and forms a foundation
stop, in v^hich solidity, even a fragment of
Renaissance tone seems to chim.e in, or a full
tone v/ith the charm of clear contrasts, or
finally a solo stop in its genuine Baroque
austerity v/hich has to us become wholly foreign.
Each effort to blend discloses new charmis and
its full organ does not sound muddy , but always
allows the single parts to be heard,
iHeln'ut Schultz, "Die Bedeutung der Farl-Straube -Orgel"
Die Karl-Straube-Orgel des Lus ikwissen^chaft lichen Instituts
& H^rtel, Leipzig 1930.

One of the most out ^-.tf-nd? ng Baroque organs in thli country
is the one at the Germanic iuuseum, at Harvard Univerpity. It
was designed and built in 1937 by G. Donald Harrison, in accord
ance with the principles of organ design prevajlinf; at the time
of Bach. This instrument is constructed for the playin£ of the
great classical organ literature of the Baroque period.
The clear tonal ensemble of the instrument
sets forth the rhythmic vitality of Bach's counter-
point with fine clarity. Though the organ is
essentially a chorus , a whole palette of solo
effects is possible through different combina-
tions of the foundation and mutation stops.
Bach's music Lakes on a nev; and altop^ether
authentic character v/hen played on this organ,
showing that as Bach is the fountain-head of
inspiration to comiposers of all ages, so the
general tonal principles of the great l8th
century organ builders must inevitably form a
foundation of oar instruments of today. This
is conclusively proved by the fact thrt all
modern music which is contrapuntal in texture
gains by performance on this instrumient .
The specifications for the Germanic Museum Organ are
given belov/:
HAJPTWERK
Quintade 16'
Princ ipal 8'
Spitzf Ittte 8'
Principal 4'
Rohrf Ibte 4'
Quinte 2 2/3
Super Octave 2'
^ E. Power Biggs, "The Organ :-..usic of Bach," Germanic
Museum Bulletin
.
Volume I, Ivumber 6, Gamibridge , L^assachusett
;
March 1938, p. 38.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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Fouri:i o ai^e
PCS IT IV
Koppel FlBte
Nachthorn
Ma sat
Blockflbte
Terz
SifflBte
Zimbel
Krummhorn
PEDAL
Bourdon
Gedackt Pomir.er
Principal
I^achthorn
Blockf Kite
Fourniture
Por^aune
Trumpet
Krummhorn
COUPLERS
TT73 ' ( IV" Rankn ;
8'
4'
2 2/3'
2'
1 3/5'
1'
1 «
8'
16'
8'
8'
4'
2'
4'
16'
8'
4'
(III ^anks)
(III Ranks)
(Posit iv
)
Positiv to Pedal
Hauptwerk to Pedal
Positiv to Flauptwerk
Positiv to Kauptwerk l6
'
8 G-eneral Pistons
I
Ore . edal 1
Although the mechanisL. and the blowing-
apparatus of the Oi-errnanlc Museum organ are en-
tirely modern, the extremely low wind pressures
of the organ of the classical period have been
employed together with the rich pipe mictal,
im.parting a peculiar mellov/ quality of tone.
One of the large factors in designinr an organ in the
days of Bach v-^ the vnn? ' ...pply . Therefore, of neces-ity all
organs at that time
vjere blown on = gentle wind pressure. There
v.'ere no heavj
,
fat Flutes and Diapasons. On
the contrary, mo:<t eZ.1 stops were lif:ht and
fanciful jn tone. Each one contributed only
itR rightful share to the ensem.ble . There
were many ranhs of pip? ^" ^ - r p- the upper
partials. These harmiOi- re very
vital in the prodiiction oi orgc'.n-tone .-^
Another Baroque style instrumient that has been installed
with apparent sat i^jfaction if the org' the Brooks School
Chapel, north Andover, Massachusetts. It was designed and
built in 193s by the Aeolian-Skinner Co., .maer the direction
of G. Donald Harrison.
The chapel in v^hich this organ stands is
a simple frame building. It has a seating
capacity of only tv^o hundred. Since the organ
is used almiost entirely for service playing, it
v/as a question of providing an ensemble which
would support congregational singing and would
1 The above specifications were procured personally from.
Mr. G. Donald Harrison of the Aeolian-Skinner Organ Co.
G. Donald Pia.rri son, "The Germ.anic luseumi Organ"
Germ>anic L-useum. bulletin, Volume I, Number 6, Camibridge
,
MassachuHetts , March 1938, p. 37.
3 Richard Key Biggs, "Facts About Registration," The
E tud e IvIusic ^'aga z ine , February 1946, p. 77 •
r
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y^r...lL the perf orn".t i.ct. ol .-ai table
service music .-^
Thia organ has tv;enty stops distributed among t?.ree
manuals and a pedsil . It was decided that the third manual
should be an unenclosed Positiv. Therefore, even though the
Swell organ is enclosed, v;ith the unenGlo:^.ed Great and Posit iv,
this instrument is essentially like Bach's organs. The
specifications follow:
GREAT
Spitzflttte
Bourdon
Principal
Octave
Fourniture
SV/ELL
Viola
Rohrf Ibte
Gem shorn
Gymbale
Trompett
e
PCS IT IV
FoppelflBte
Nachthorn
Kazard
Blockflbte
8'
6'
4'
2'
(IV Ranks)
8'
8'
4'
(III Ranks)
8'
8'
4'
2 2/3'
2'
1 Laj . Ldward . Flint, "The Baroque Style Exemplified,"
The Etude Music Magazine, December 1944, p, 691.

Tierce 1 3/5
PEDAL
Bourdon 16
Gedackt 8
Princ ipal
Mixture (III Ranks)
Bombarde 16.'
COUPLERS
Swell to Great l6
'
,
8
'
,
4'
Swell to Positiv 16', 8', 4'
Swell to Swell l6
'
,
4'
Positiv to Great 16', 8'
Great to Pedal 8'
Swell to Pedal 8' , 4' , 2
'
Positiv to Pedal 8'
WIMP PRESS^^RES
Manual Divisions 3-8"
Pedal Divisions 4-g-"
Mechanicals
Reversiblen to all unison couplers
Pistons: four to each division and
four to the entire organ,
all duplicated by toe studs.
Swell Pedal
Gres^cendo Pedal
Sforzando piston, duplicated by toe stud.
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:j
Tremolo to Swell
Gancclt. : one to each division and one
to the entire or(- n."^
Despite tlie lacl: of 16 ' and 8' principals in the great
organ, this stop combination forms the backbone of the entire
I
ensemble. It is true that a chorus of ponderous, hooting,
ii
phonon diapasons is a dreary, colorless sound, but principals
are by nature bri£;hter than diapasons, and consequently thio
combination on the great hac both a delightful and a pleasing
|l amount of color. The four rank Fourniture i? a mixture that
^ives almost a dazzling, incandescent brillisnce to the full
organ
.
The swell roughly equals in volume the full grea.t organ.
I'ov/ever, in color they are nicely cr^ntrasted, the swell being
much more brilliant and ethereal than the great.
The unenclosed positiv division represents
the most obvious departure from, trs^ditjonal
American design. Between the familiar choir
organ v/ith its preponderance of dull mezzo-piano
unison tone, its negligible mutations and in-
evitable clarinet, and this spiky chorus in
v;hich but one out of five stops is of 8' pitch,
there is little comparison. Since the scale of
the pipework is generally larger than thst of
either great or sv/ell, the tone is fuller,
denser, and more flute -like; but the harmionic
development of the individual stops is sufficient
to make the voice leading clear and to insure
a satisfactory blend. The 8 'Koppelf Ibte has a
hollow liquid quality throughout its register;
but unlike a doppel flute, which was common a
generation ago, it is neither bulbous nor murky.
An intellifcent layman, on first hearing
Ma j . Edward Vv . Flint, "The Baroque St^-le Exem.plif ied,"
The Stude Music Magazine
, Decemiber 1944, p. 691.
ft
this posltiv, remarkeu on i. ^ dramstic quality.
Here have been recaptured " yeries of timbres
which have been infrequently heard in Europe
since the eighteenth century and v/hich in
America have until recentljy been almost non-
existent. These were the old nonoritie^- v/hicb
delighted a Titelouse" during the greatest
period of French organ composition. The
mutations provide a tonal palette with such
bold colors that beside them the imitative
orchestral stops, ingeniously developed by
twentieth century American voacers, seem pale
and insipid.-^
Here again v/e see a definite step taken in the direction
of tl' V orrer. of the eighteenth century, namely ,?n unenclo- ed
division, w: ^i. a foundation of one 8' i ecu . Lc,^ co....^^x.e^ ,,ith
mutation and mixture stops, which make this part of the organ
clear, bell-like, and transparent.
The pedal organ has kept i:.^ eo. -.-ntial stops of the Bach
organ, but, in addition, has added a 16' foot bourdon. However
the bourdon is of miezzo-f orte F.trenc-th, and even though it is
too loud for use with the softe^ - . ucps, it terves its
purpose well v^hen used with full organ. The use of the lighter
and softer manu8.1 stops, the 8' gedackt and the 4' principal,
together with the three rank mixb..re, give the bass a definite
line that is clear and independent in itself, and can be em-
ployed to great advantage in polyphonic mu^'ic. This pedal orgaijl,
even with the 16' bourdon ana t..e 16' eoiiiearde , never sluggiglh
or monotonous, r;uch as the pedal division in som.e American
organs. Nevertheless, this admirably constructed organ in
Ma j . Edward W. Flint, "The Baroque Style Exemplified"
The t ud e Mus i c Maga z ine
,
December 1944, p. 720.

spite L i' its lir:.ited number of . to^jt and its size a.^c: ..i ..c. i.^ 1^
suits the building which houses it, snd apparently has proved
that it satisfies the needs of this school.
Another Baroque organ recently built by the Aeolian-
Skinner Organ Company is the one at the V/orcester Art Museum,
V/orcester, :Jassachusett s . The follov/ing are the specification
Quintat on Ic
Bourdon P. 'o
Jr J?inc 1 pd- J_
Rohri lot
e
4
Fournit ure ^iii Kank
rOoi i IV
r^ll^ "Kit" Or'^O o
il oppe i t ioLe 4
Nazard d c./ ^
Doublette 2'
Tierce 1 3/5'
Larigot 1 1/3'
REGIT
Rohr Fl5te 8'
Prestant 4'
Cymbel (IV Ranks
Gromorne 8'
PEDAL
Rohr Bourdon 16'

Quintaton lo (Great
)
Prlnc ipal 8
Quintaton 6
Nachthorn 4
Blockf Ibte 2
Fournl ture (IV Ranks-)
Posaune 16
Trompete 8
Rohr Schalmei 4'
GCUPLER3
Recit to Pedal
Positiv to Pedal
Great to Pedal
Recit to Great
Recit to Great 16'
ReciL to Great 4'
Posf'tiv to Great
Positiv to Great 16'
Recit to Pcr,itiv
ARRAivGEi>:ElMT3 OF aJIImUALS
Great I
Potitiv II
Recit III
GOIuBII.ATICKS
Great 1 - 2 - J; - 4
Positiv 1-2-3-4
G
60
Reoit A
Pedal 1-2-3 4
Gene ral 1 - 2 - 4
Sforzando pedal
Here again we see in the Great organ the basic foundation
of the sixteen, eight and four foot principals v/ith a four
foot flute and a mixture stop of three to five ranV:s
.
The x'OHitiv, wiiich is unenclosed, also possesses the
foundation of the eight foot quintade and four foot flute,
supported "by generous mutation stops. This organ has a de-
light ful, sprightly tone in contrast with the slightly heavier
Great
.
The Recit is very small v/ith tv;o foundation stops of eight
and four foot dimensions, one mixture stop of four ranhs , and
one eight foot reed stop.
The Pedal division is a trifle unconventional, although
it has a sixteen foot Bourdon, and a sixteen foot Quintaton.
These stops are adequate when the organ is played full, but i
too heavy for the softer stops on either manual. However, the '
eight foot principal, or the four^ foot hachthorn, or both, is
sufficient basis for the lighter stops. There is one mutation
stop of tv/o foot dimension and one mixture of four ranks, to-
gether with three stops of sixteen, eight and four foot reeds.
This pedal division is in itself a comiplete organ on wl ich the
most complicated passages csn be heard with clarity and ease.
The whole classic ensemible of organs of the sort which are
mentioned above have a very clear, thin, open quality that, if

onco i.^i.rd, will never be for^^otten. IL is uL.li. precise
quality tha.t is so necessary for the playing of eighteenth
century organ music, in order to hear the inner voices of the
polyphony. The clarity of tone, v/hich has been emphasized re-
peatedly as one of the features of the clas-.ic organ, is st:
lacking in many of our modern organs, which instead abound in
||
heavy tones and seem to cast a shadow over the m.eaning of the
music. Therefore, in order not to beccme monotonous to the
listener's ear, the player must alter his ref-i ^trat ion fre-
quently, and use the swell 'pedal copDously. But, by contrast
the character of the Baroque organ is such, v/ith its light
wind pressure, th^t Bach can be played for 8, long period v^ith-
out becoming monotonous or tiring to the listener.
Another typical organ that has the characteristics of the
Baroque period is the one designed by Kr . Harrison in Decem.ber, i
1939, for use at the Y*orld's Fair in i.,ev/ York City, here again
y^e find the sam^e basic foundation stops with a good representa-
tion of mixtures and mutation:;, together with som^e bright reed
stops. It is a three m.anual instrument v/ith Great, Swell,
Positiv, and Pedal organ. The follov^ring are the specifications:
of that esteemed organ that thrilled: so niany thcu=-".nde .at the
F? ir
:
Quintc.le 16
'
Principal 8'
Gedackt 5
Cctave 4'
r
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^eh. : - : .. 4'
Quint 2 2/3'
3uper Octave 2
'
Fourniture (ill to
ocharf (III ^?
5V/ELL ORGAi;
Flute T--- r'-C'' ' - :e c t
Viol" ;/a:Lba 8'
Vjole GeleL'ite 8'
4'
Cor cle Nuit 4'
Nazard 2 2/3'
Kl "I ..-.l: 2"
Tie rcfc 1 '
Fltjn Jeu (IV Ranks)
Gromorne 16'
Trorapete 6'
.
-
ClJ" iron 4'
Tremolo
PC?:. IT IV
Quintaton 8'
";i-,lic ional 8'
Pre stant 4'
Rohrf l6te 4'
Nasat 2 2/3'
Cctavin 2'
Terz 1 ^5'
1

Lcirigot 1 1/^1
'
r.if f Ibte 1'
Zimbel (III Ranks
Pi:]DAL
Quinbaton 16'
Princ ipal 16'
Violon Cello 8'
Rohrf Ibte 8'
Quint 5 1/3'
4'
Naciithorn 2 '
fixture (IV Ranks)
Contra fa£;otta 16'
Posanne 8'
Schalmei ' 4'
In the Great organ v/e fir-' c, , tl'- sixteen foot,
two eight foot, and two four foot stops csrryin£; the foundation,
with two mutation stops of two and two-thirds and two foot
dimen.-iona together with two mixture Btope, one of three to
four ranks of pipes, and the other with three ranks of pipes.
This is a particularly "brilliant soundinp; combination, for the;
seven ranks of mixture add a. brightne..L l.o the Great ensemble
that is clear and climactic.
|
The Sv;ell organ has a foundation of three eight foot oi...
The above specifications v^ere procured personally from.
Kr
.
G. Don-^ld Harriron of the Aeolian-Skinner Organ Co.

jtv/o four foot Etop?;, three mutation stops of tv/o and tv/o-thirc.s
j
foot, tv/o foot and one and three -fifths foot, one mixture stop
of four ranks, and three reed' stops of sixteen, eip:ht and
four foot range re r-i pec Lively . Here we have a tv/ell organ that
is basically perfect and at the same time is a charming con-
trast to the Great in point of tone. The three reed stopR to-
gether v/ith the mixture ar.d mutation stops add a lustre of
brilliance when coupled v/ith the Great organ.
The Positiv organ hr : f oundr " c-^ of two eight foot, end
two four foot stops, with five mutation stops of tv/o and
tv/o -thirds, two, one and three -fj fths
,
one and one -third and
one foot dimensions, and one uiix^..^- stop 'of three ranl.s . Here
is an organ that can create a feeling of repose and gentleness.
Nevertheless, v/hen played together with the Treat and Swell,
it gives a deli[-h)tful impression of a different character and
m.usical effect.
The Pedal division has also a surprising amount of in-
dividuality. There are, for foundation material, two sixteen
and two eight foot stops, v/ith three mutation stops of five
and one-third, four and two foot dim^ensions, one mdxture stop
of four ranks, and three reeds of sjxteen, eight, and four foot
II
respectively. Here is a division that can be distinctly he&rJ.
in its ov/n departmsnt
,
especially for the bass figures for whicl
Bach wrote so copiously.
The Westminster Choir School, Princeton, hev/ Jersey,
houses an organ th?t has the basic characteristics of the
Baroque period. This instrument v/as built ir. - tember, 193C)
.
1
Here again we find the foundation stops wiuh mixtures and
mutations and some reeds. It is a two ms.nual instrument with
Kauptv/erk, Posit iv and Pedal organ. The follov/ing are the
speci f icat ions
:
HAUPTV/ERK
Gedackt 8'
Spitzflbte 4'
Principal 2'
Zimbel (III
Krummhorn 8'
POSIT IV
Quintadena 8'
Blockflbte 4'
SpitzflBte 2'
Larigot 1 1/
Cktav 1'
Sesquialtera (II
P5DAL
Bourdon 16'
Gedackt PoDimer 8'
Ilachthorn 4'
Krumml orn
Krummhorn
8')
)
4')
COUPLERS
Positiv to Great
Posit iv 16'
from Positiv
r
Positlv Unison Release
Positiv to Hauptv/erke 16'
Hauptwerke 16'
Hauptwerke Unison Release
Hauptv/erke to Pedal
Positiv to Pedal
COMBINATIONS - Fixed
Hauptwerl-.e - 1, 2, 3, 0
Positiv - 1, 2, 3, A, 0
Crescendo Pedal
Here v/e find a small but compact organ. The Hauptvv-erk
has one eip-ht foot principal, one four foot string tone, and
one tvi/o foot mutation, one mixture stop of three ranks, and
one reed of eight foot. This is a pleasing combination of
brightness and clarity, for v/e have no heavy cuinbergome stops to
v^eigh dov\fn the tone.
The Positiv has tv/o foundation ;;:tops of ei:-ht and four
foot, one string stop of tv/o foot, one mutc.,tion stop of one and
one -third foot, one mixture of one foot, and one mixture of two
ranks. Here v;e have a Positiv that is light in texture e.nd yet
is a splendid contrast to the hauptwerk in tonal balance. The \
Pedal organ is surprisingly Yies-vy in foundation stops for v^e
have a sixteen foot, and eight foot and a four foot principal,
together v^ith tv.'o reeds, eight and four foot. ?«hen this Pedal
|
division i': coupled to the Hauptwerk, and/or to the Positiv it
I
v/ill have a delightfully clear and distinct tone that is so
i
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necessary to the performance of Baroque music.
jj
There have been discu'^sed in this chapter one German arc;,
five American organs that represent the modern Baroque orgsr..
They are typical of the instrument on which the music of the
:,:eventeenth and eiffhteenth century is performed today with
gL sacceLiii .
Stran£-ely enough the initiative in this Baroque movement
seems to be Gh.ared by Germian and American organ builders only,
there bein-;; no interest manifested in
,
this direction, to our
knov;ledge, am.ong either English or French organ designers today.
c
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g a p t e r " i x
siIkILarities mid differei.ges
Accordinir bo Webster's dicuionarj a con)par:~r
lative estimate; it usually implies - - - that the oojects com-
pared belong to the same class, or are more alike than differ-
ent." This definition ^particularly well to the case in
point, for when v/e line up the comm^on characteristics of the
Bach and modern Baroque organs, -we '-hall find that they are
m.uch more alike than they are different. Interestingly enough
most of the similarities could be classified as functional,
while the differences prove to be chiefly mechanical.
In character the organ of Bach's timie and the modern
Baroque are essentially the same. That is, they both em.ploy a
foundation of flue or principal stcpr, knit together v^ith
plenty of mixture and m:Utation stops. This combination gives
to the entire ensemble the clarity and brilli?nce that has
made the Baroque instrument a model for the latest fad in organ
building
.
In a personal interview with Mr. G. Donald Harrison, the
designer of the five Am.erican Baroqje organs, I ask if the
organ of the Germanic .v.useuc was an exact copy of the St.
Thomas Church, Leipzig, instrum.ent, to v/hich he ansv^ered, "i\o,
but it is simdlar to organs of Sach ' s time." To be sure, v/hen
the specifications of the modern instrum;ents are exs.m.ined in de
tail, we find that they all posses well-balanced foundation
I
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stops, mixtures and mutations, wlt^ £. . prinLlin^; of reeds . it
we examine the individual organs for v/h5ch the specifications
have been given above, we '-ihall find that they are similar to
the Baroque of the seventeenth ana eighteenth centuries in
structure, but no two are duplicate.
Bach gave special attention to the improvement of the
organ v/ind-chest and bellov/^" . Since the wind is the life-
blood of the organ, the factor of v/ind supply had much to do
v/ith the designing of the early Baroque organ. As this was
long before the days of electrjcity or power driven motors and
blov/ers, the wind pressure was of necessity low, because the
bellows had to be pumped by manual labor. But since high
pitched ranks of pipes could produce a great deal of sound
j
from, very little wind, the lovj pressure that the Bach organ had]
was sufficient. Therefore, the pressure of two and one half
inches, or three inches at the most, gave this type of organ
that delightful, clear, rich, transparent quality, which is
practically im.possible to r'et v/ith a forced or heavier pres-
sure. Consequently, because of the low wind pressure, the
tonal result is one of blaze, brjlliance, and cohesion rather
than one of impact, power, and force. "The organ of Bach's
timiO, v;hich we term, 'baroque' was very lin.ited in 5-ft register]^
as there was not enough bellov/s to blow them."-^ The light
wind pressure, gives a brilliance and. ligtitness of tone that
^ Ernest L . Skinner, "Letter from. Cur Readers," The
Diapason
, II (1948), p. I5
.
fc
cannot be he-d from an instrument of high pressure .
From the specifications listed above v/e notice thrt the
Great organs in -11 of t-he i nstruT::ent , both Bach's ana the
modern, except for the Brookn School, and the ^A/eptminster Choir
-)Clool, have a nixteen foot quintaton. ^Jacl of ther has an
eight foot principal. Here then, vv-e have th;' first concrete
basis; on vv'hich to build the premise that the modern Baroque is
'^imilar to th-'^ o"^r-P-v> of b^'C^ time. P'or here i':. the founda-
tion on V/- jcL all or^,ans should be constructed; that is, a
good solid £:roundv/ork of principal, or diapason chorus. FroiL
" no5^t ty ~vp T.r y "hp* tj on- to th^- foundation work , -'P-
some o" ' specification" designate, that is, one or tv;o more
|
stops of sixteen, night, or four foot dimensions to :
body to the basic principle of - "i'^n- on c'^ ^ . ... . - i
diapa!^on chorus are added the L.utatiCi,. stops, v.hich £:ive color
to" the ensemble. It will be noticea in the specifications that
they are not all of - foot dimen' ' or , but they
are present in all the orgari:; in vs.rying degress- and nurifoers:
Quinte 6', Cctave 4', Quinte 3', Superoctave 2', 5esquia-ltera
,
Quint-na^at '
,
Oct '
,
'^uinte 2 2/3', Cctave 2'. These
ranks greatly increase Lhe tonal variety of the instrument
since a wide range of qualities is possible. One or a com-
bination of these stops v;ill be found in the Greet organs that
have been discussed here. As an additional color supplement,
the mixture stops may be employed to great advantage . All of
the Bach organs had iriixturee of va^riour- r'^ : . : xture 4 to 10
ranks, Cym.bel 2 or 3 ranks, Grosse Iwixtur
c
Cornetti 3 ranks, Zink 2 raoKs; . rhe modern Baroque org^ans , on
oke other hand, have mixture stops of corresponding character,
but they are termed Fournitures of varying degress, from three
to five ranks, or Scharfs, or varying degress, of three ranks.
Thus again, v^e see that the Great organs in both the old and
the modern instruments have three features in common. They all
have foundations of diapason choruses, generous complemients of
miutations, and mixtures of many ranks.
The Positiv, or Cl'.oir, organ hac the sam.e set up -- it<^-
foundation, mutation, and mixture stops -- but its texture
is li.'^hter in order to give a necessary contrast . All of the
eleven organs, old as well as nev; ones for v^hich we havc oub-
m.itted specifications include the Positiv section in their
make-up, and all of them have to a greater or lesser degree the
same types of stops. In every ca.se v/e find one or more eight
foot principal stops from the follov/ing assortm.ent: Quintade S"*
Lieblichgedacht 8', Principal 8', Viola di Gamba 6', Gedackt 6'
Trompete 8', Quintaton 6'. These stops formi the diapason
foundation for the Positiv organ around which the miixtures and
mutations are built. The m.ixture stops in the Positiv are not
so numerous, and indeed, some of the Positiv organs mientloned
above do not have a mixture stop at s.ll. Such is the case in
the Worcester Art Museum., Brooks School Chapel, and the old
Weimar instruments. Y.'hen m.ixtures do occur in the Positiv, as
happens in the cases of the other six organs, they are designat
ed by the nam^es Iv:ixture 2, 3, and 4 ranks and Zimibel 3 ranks.
The fact that the number of mixture stops in the Positiv is
71
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kept at a minimum as compared to the Great, results in a
jj
clearer, more rin^-ing quality for thif" cmsller and softer
organ. In examining further the Posit iv of these organ de-
signs, vje find that, even though mixtures have been in certr _
cases omitted, a goodly ohare of mutation stops appear in
j
:j
every instance. These tend to reinforce the harmonics of the
unison, and add an unclouded timbre to the basic foundation
;
stops. ;\'ere vie to reviev/ the miutation stops that are comm.on
j|
to all of the organs here mentioned, v;e should notice these:
1^
Sesquialtera
,
V/eitpfeife 1', Vigesima 1^-', Viola 2', hazarard
j
2 2/3', Doublette 2', Tierce 1 3/5', Lari^ot 1 1/3',
Blockflbte 2', fiifflbte 1', Octavin 2', Decima nona 3',
HohlflBte 2'. The iviutations provide the Positiv organ with '
bold colors that are perfectly blended into the v;hole ensemble,
and give added lustre to the other m-anus,ls when played with or '
against them.
Tv/o of .the Bach organs (the 3t . Thomas and the organ at
the University), and three of the modern Baroque organs (the
||
Worcester Art Museum., V/orld's Fair, snd the Brooks School
Chapel), have Sv/ell organs. This is the section that usually
j
provides an effective contrast to the Great organ, and also
lends a very valuable expressiveness to the instrument. Her^
j
also we find the basic foundation of principal stops, knit to-
j
gether v/ith mutations, mixtures, plus reeds. Am.ong the foui -
!i
tion stops are RohrflBte 6', Grobegedackt 8', Principal 8',
Flute HarmiOnique 6', Viole da Gamba 6', Viole Celeste 8',
Principal 4', Machthorn 4', RohrflBte 4', Prestant 4',
^
Fugs.ra 4', Cor de Nuit 4', Cctave 4'. These provide excellent
i
contrast with the G-reat organ, for they are not so hes.vy and
da.r-; as those of the G-reat. For mutation .-::tops the Swell is
equipped with IJasat 3', Sesquialter, Cctave 2', Gedecinia 1'
Schweizerpf eif e
,
Lar£;o, hazard 2 2/3', Koppel ? iBte 2',
Tierce 1 3/5', which add the necessary harraonics for Lhe Swell
organ. For mixture stops in the Swell v/e find Cymbel 2, 3} s.nd
' 4 ranks, Mixtur 3 rani.-', nd Plein Jeu 4 ranks. Thrcurh the
use of these mixture stops a clear, pristine color is added to
the m.utation and foundation combination v/hich forms an excellert
,
and sharp contrast to the heavier and not so brilliant Great
organ.
I
The Pedal organ, too, has its ov;n departments of founda-
tion, mutation, mixture, and r- s '^tops. 2ec?-^i'- '^ach wrote
such brilliant passages for the ot ctionir in his organ com-j
positions, it v/as necessary to have a pedal division that
could h.andle a melody all of its ov;n . This was quite possible
with the unique properties of his Pedal structure. Cn all c:
the Pedal organs v/e find one or more of each of sixteen, eifht,
I or four foot principals. The n'utation v/ork on the Pedal organs
are Blockflbte 2', Flbten-Bass 4', Quinte 3', Grosse Quinte 6',
Quint 5 1/3', Choral 3ass 4', Nachthorn 2'. The mixtures com-
prise these stops: Llixtur 3 to 6 rank:., rourniture 3 or 4 ranks.
For Reed stops we find Posaune l6 '
,
Trumipet 8', r.rumimhorn 4',
'! Rohe Schalmei 4', Contra Fagotta l6 '
,
Schalmei 4', Cornet-Bass
,
2', Cornet 2'. In Bach's University Church set-up there v/as s
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magnificent Pedal department . It v^as larger than the Pedal
organs in any of the other ten instruments exaniined, contain-
ing in all, sixteen substantial stops (of v/hjch six v/ere
foundations), cemented together with adequate mutations- , mix-
tures, and choru:-- reeds. Thit. instrui.ent, becaas'^e of its
generous proportions, the adequate scaling, voicing, and re-
gulating of its pipes, offered Bach perhaps the best opportu-
nities that he ever enjoyed ar an organist.
It is important to remem.ber that the whole diapason
structure forms the backbone, or foundation, of the organ. li
this basic element of the instrument i .. ^-:.t.rfect, and if there
is added to it a good set of mutations, mixtures, and reeds,
harmionically developed and logically balanced, an instrument
of excellent quality should result.
7/e have examined the specifications of eleven organs.
Four of the instruments are the ones on vihich Bach played, and
a
one/'iilbermann organ; th.e other six are cori.pg rat ively new, one
of them having been built in 1929, three in 193S, one in 1939,
and the other as late as 1942. The basic pattern of the
Baroque orga.n, from, which its miodern counterpart has been so
m.asterfully reproduced, em;bodies a tim.bre that is both soft and
li.4it
. Individuality and homogeneity in the tonal structure
has been achieved, so tha g the instrument cs n : ounu the vsrious
episodes in the com.plicated architecture of the preludes and
fugues simply and clearly. The clarity and independence of the
manual divisions contrast vvith each other as is so delightfully

necessary in polyphonic muoic. The modern Baroque instruments,
hov/ever, need not be limited to this type of corrposlt ion, for
our "modern mui-'>ic witli its corrplex harr: ony is admirably suited
to the transparency of the classical toned organ, and provic:"
the Sv/ell and Ghoir are present, we have an ideal arrange
for its rendition.""^
Tonally, then, the modern Baroque organ is essentaally the
same as the organ of Bach's time. Vve have tried to reveal hov/
the foundation of the dianR;^on chorus with a sprinkling of
mutations and mixtures make up the ensemble of both typec of
organs. This is true not only of the m^anual divisions but also
of the Pedal, which department is in itself designed to carry a
melodic line independent of the manuals. When we add thsit -
inf3trum.ent s are voiced on com.parat ively low wind pressure of
from two and one half to three inches, LhaL the reeds are not
brill, that the mixtures and mutations are marvelously bril-
liant without shrieking or even seem.ing unduly protruding, that
the elem.ent of cohesion and blend has been kept :n mind through-
out all the voicing, the similarities between the two certainly
make them "blood relations ."
The differences between the Bach organ.-, and the modern
Baroque are slight indeed, and ai: stated previously they are
of a mechanical rather than functional nature. The material in
the following paragraphs is pertinent only to the degree in
G-. Donald I-:arrison, "Organ," harvard Z' ' nary of Lus ic,
p. 529.

v/hich it applies to tonal ensemble. In overcoi:.: ne, the gauche
limitationG in manipulative construction, comm.on to all the
instruments of the aeventeenth and ej[_;hteenth centuries, Bach
proved himself the paramount organ master thrt he war
.
In the first place, none of Bach's organs had the use of
the swell-box. Every section of the instrument was entirely
in the open. This arrangement proved. enLar-,ly satisfactory
since the v;ide contrast in timbre, produced by the individual
voicing of each of the sections, gave am^ple expression and color
in .perf orm.ance . This faculty of th-- Baroque is stoutly
corroborated today by the exponents of the "Back to Bach"
school and is in Itself a pov/erful ar^'ument for their cause.
The Brooks School Chapel organ, alone among the m.odern
Baroques consid.ered has the Swell enclosed. The others all
follov; their old prototype in C-ermiany.
Couplers on ths old Baroque instru'-^.ents v;ere fevr. The
Arnstadt organ' had one manual coupler and one pedal coupler.
TVe St. Thom.a^-i Church organ had two manual couplers. The
University Church organ, however, had quite an interesting
array of extra stops and couplers:
( To the rauptv;f»^V
(
Ventils ( To the Brustwerk
(
( To the Side Basses
r
( To the Brust and Manual ^
(
Vent 51 ( To the Stern
(
( To * r '' r'-vj^p!
A Bt. 11 Lo call the blower
Becau^^e of manipulative dif f j cult ie ^; , the Baroque organ of
the seventeenth century £el.-^o... ...^i-. .lan uni.:on couplers;
i.e., 3v/e"l to Great coupler. With the old tracker action,
thio v^as e.ll that was popsitle without making the v/eif?ht of
the action f^o heavy af' to render the or- -1...^. . ^ . : ble
I
to pla.y . V/ith the modern Baroque inatrunient , this problem has
"-een made quite easy, since with electric action vie have an
array of couplers that can join all of the manuals at unison,
16'
,
8', and 4'. This added faculty is one of the essential
differences between the m.odern Baroque and its ancestor in
G-ermany . The use of electricity er.s-ble- organist to
operate the manuals just s.s es.sily whether uncoupled or
coupled throughout.
The pedal board is another feature that m.odern organ
builders have im.proved alm.ost beyond recognition since the
early Baroque period. Bach, in his youth, undoubtedly made
much less use of the heel than of the toe, for the pedal keys
were very ^;hort . Nevertheless
,
he recognized the necessity of
perfecting the bass keyboard by lengthening the pedal keys and
by extending the comipass of the vjhole board. The organ at
^ Spitta, J. S. Bach
, p. 2cc
.
*The meaning m^ust be that there was a Ventil betv/een tl'
e
Pedal and Manual of the Brustwerk.
I
Arn.-.tadt had a flat pedal board v/ith a range of tv;enty-four ;
I notes, or tv/o octaves. Undoubtedly, this limited Bach in the
I
bass range of his organ Liusic . The 5t . Agnes Ghurcl- in Weimar
had an unusual pedal range con^pared to the oth€:rs. It extend-'
j
ed for tv;o and one half octaves, up to Ylf. Andre Pirro
l|
associates the '3t . Agnes pedal board v;ith Bach'^; Prelude
(Toccata) in F major, where that range is necessary. Then too J
the chorale prelude, In aulcl .iubilo , from the Crgelbiichlein
,
\
touches an F# in the pedal, and can perhaps oe traced to this I
j
period of Bach's life. The modern pedal board of thirty-two
" notes, used on the modern Baroque organ, is properly placed in
'I
I
||
a central position with regard to the manuals, instead of C I
!j
under G as was common under the shorter compass pedal boards.
I
Moreover, the radiating concave board, v^/hich is recommended by
1
the American Guild of Organists, according to their specif ica-
j
tions, is used by nearly all miodern organ builders today. The
I
above mientioned modern Baroque instruments are fitted with the
radiating concave pedal board.
V/ith the advent of electricity, devices and inventions too
numerous to miention have been perfected. Couplers and pistons
both foot e.nd manual, that v/ork uy the sligjfiest touch, can unite
the whole organ into one integrated unit. Staccato playing is
possible even though the pipes are a good distance from the
console. All of these added facjlities, to say nothing of the
j
new discoveries in metallurgy applicable to pipe composition, I
have made possible unheard-of dimensions in the field of or^:..
rc
construction
.
The advocates of the modern Baroque organ believe that the
production of tone, embod5?-ing a proper harmonic development and
an adequate balance of ensemble in the foundation chorus throu£
the use of harmonic corroborating stops, such as mutations,
mixture?;, and chorus reeds, 3 the ultimate goal in organ con-
struction for the complete enjoyment of the polyphonic m.usic
from. Pachelbel, Buxtehude , end Bach. Of cour^-e, the sponsor
of the modern romantic organ vjill retort that this is sheer
retrogression. We are not taking adva.ntage of new discoveries
and inventions in organ design by recreating the seventeenth
and eighteenth century pattern. "The music of miodern com.posers
such as Franck, K^arg-Elert , and Vierne simply cannot be plpyed
effectively on a Baroque style organ," they will assert.
Conversely, the m.usic of the contrapuntists cannot be played
effectively on the modern rom.antic organ. The only answer is
inevitable, -- a combination instrument.
rt
CHAPTER SEVEN
GOIIGLUSIOIJ
The f oregoin^^: chapters have been sn attempt to bring to
the attention of the reader some obeervationo regarding the
vital cha-racterirtics of the modern Baroque org:an. In com-
paring the present instrument v/ith the one of Bach'.' time v/e
have traced somewhat cursorily the grov/th in organ building
from the earliest germs in the pipes of Pan up to the massive
instruments in our present d^.y csthedr^.ls, both here and abropd .
The salient features of the five instruments of Bach's time
have been laid in the open, side by side, and we have exalted I
them, as the zenith of their time, since through the m^usic of
^
that great father of the organ, they produced a loftiness of
expression heretofore unparalleled. We have em.phasized how the
polyphonic m.usic of that av-t chieved a transparency of ex-
pression, through unique stop conibinations and light wind pres-
sure, which speal:^^ clearly to us even in our time.
In our allusion to th^ "romantic" instrument of the nine-
teenth e.nd twentieth century, v/e have lauded the pr.
attained in tone color and expressiveness through new volum.e
controls, v;here, by m.eans of crescendos, dim.inuendos
,
^^olo and
echo effects, extraordinary interpretation and poetic artic ^ -
tion knov; no limits.
?/ith the advent of new inventions a great controversy has
r
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arisen aa to tr.e correct playing of Bach's muaic . 3acL had no
experience with the Venetian or swell shutter, which warr in-
troduced into Engl.-nd around 1712. It no more occurred to Bach
lh^.n to the rest of his contemporaries that Ronie day organs
v;ould be fitted with combination stops, adjustable combinatioi
and all the rest of the apparatus of the modern organ, especial
ly the so-called concert organ. Hov;, then, must we rega.rd a
performance of the works-: of Bach on the modern organ?
Even though v^e have achieved infinite possibilities in
registration, the power of gradual variation from pianissimo
to fortissimo
,
and by means of the swells, a certa.in power of
tone nuance, v^e seem to have lo'-t the old timbre of the organ
for which Bach wrote. Since the tone as the chief thing, it
would therefore seem that the modern organ is not so suitable
for Bach playing as is generally supposed. Cur registers are
all voiced too loud or too soft. If the whole of the diapasons
and the mixtures are pulled on, or if we add the reeds, we
get a force of tone that becomes unbearable to many listener:' .
The li,'/hter mianuals are v/eak in com:pari?on to the great organ,
and they usually lack the necessary m^ixtures and mutations.
Our pedals are coarse and clum.sy and are poor in m.ixtures as
well as in four foot stops. The relation hetv^een diapasons
and mixtures has been altered, v/holly to the detrimient of the
latter, and the unnaturally strong bellov/s gives the m.odern
romantic organ a forced tone. In our pastion for strength of
tone we have forgotten b*:;auty and richness of tone, which re-
rI
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8ult3 solely from the harmonious blending of ideally voicd
stops.
Since 1920 there has been, and there is a strong; tend-
ency in the direction of the Bach type of organ tone. Moreover
some of our ri^odern builders, in sympathy with the Bach tone
ideals, are making concerted efforts to con:;truct a satisfac-
tory, tonally equipped, Instrument, which would make the
Baroque type of organ ensemble more effective and in more
urgent demand. One of our moft ardent Baroque organ enthusi-
asts says tlrat he
shares with m.ost English organists and builders
the idea that a good organ n:ust first and fore-
most be one on which the comipositions of Bach
can be played satisfactorily. This seems to be
sufficient for many Englishmen. He goes further
than this, and agrees with our Amierican organists
and builders jn wanting a wealth of beautiful
color, as is produced by lovely Solo Reeds, Flutes,
Strings, and similar stops after the foundations
have been provided.
Nevertheless, in spite of the remarkable improvem.ent - that
vie have experienced in the last f ; " i.dred years, the
fact 'till remains thzt Bach's music, and the m.usic of his con-
tem.poraries cannot be played on tr . ern orcan with any
semblance of the lofty vsimplicity v/ith v/r ich this music should
be perform.ed. Instead it becomes muddy, indistinct and con-
fused. Part of the reason for this state of affairs is the
j
elimination of the natural color iro::. li-c: ciapa^on work end
chorus reeds of the modern rom.antic orgsn in this country.
t
i
V/illiam. Harrison Barnes, The Contemporary American
Crgan - Its Evolution, Design and Construction.. (New York:
J. Fi^rcher Bro
. ,
"933), P. 156.
>
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li.i i. J. ^' olimini- L^-u. the octave and niutat j on work, or
made it unobtru3ive, of no practical value. As a re^'ult, v^e
have produced an organ which has the flutey 'woofy' tone v«'l :ch
v.'ould he desirable in a theater organ. -'•oily, however, the
last thirty years of organ building have turned back to the
Baroque "instrument in order to n.al.e possible the proper per-
formance of the greatest orgai. ii.-..:ic ever written." In 1921
the German musicologist V*illibald Gurlitt, after a thorough
study of the Praetorius y;orks, had an organ made by ?J . F.
Walker & Co., in Ludwigsburg, Vv'Artte^n.burg, v;hich was based
entirely upon Praetorius* specification and scaling. This re-
construction has considerably influenced the whole organ
building industry today. Shortly after this reactionary ex-
periment in Germany, an American exponent in the field, G.
Donald Harrison of the Aeolian-Skinner Organ GoToany, Inc.,
at Boston, iVIassachusett s , began pioneering in the return to an
instruL:ent that may be worthy of the name pipe organ. Ke did
not, however, exclude from his specifications any of the reall;^
good inventions of the m.odern organ, but tried to incorporate
them, with a good des.l of success, into his new combination
instrument
.
At present there seem to be three distinct factions in
organ building: The first group has swung com.pletely over to
the Baroque organ; the second insists on making the purely
modern romiantic organ; the third, which is in between these
Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music
, p. 532.

two camps, believes that the Baroque of the seventeenth century
and the modern romantic orf;an can be combined. Probably when
,1
the smoke clears and all three factions have satisfied them-
selves as to the m.erits of Iht other, a nev? era in organ
building will be inau^^urated , and v/-.; .hall in the long run
benefit immensely from the studies of the three camps. The
Baroque organ enthusiasts procle.im that the music of Bach and
his precursors cannot be played on the modern organ. In like
' fashion tho modern builders claim that modern music cannot be
il
played on the Baroque organ. Somev/here here v^e ought to find
a happy medium that v/ill suit everyone, but as yet this
hoped-for solution has not been reached. >
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